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FROM MACHETE

“the great american poem will unreel

backwards, towers detaching their

glass and metal components and dealing

themselves out to crane operators like

playing cards. suburbs will curl up

again in the wombs of cities, factories

will vacuum the skies and filter the rivers

before sinking into the wetlands

from whence they came, and the entire

carpet of westward migration will

roll itself up towards the atlantic

ocean, propping up trees and shaking out

meadows as it goes.”

SHOCKLEY, p. 21
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Machete
When they stare

I know it is my skin

they fear, this face,

this hair so unlike theirs.

I meet their eyes

and make them sway

like fields of cane.

When they stiffen,

I sharpen the edge of my smile

and watch them fall.

I love them

in my cake, how they sink

in the dark coffee

where they give up

the sweetness

they make me take

one slice at a time.

Two Dolphins
Because the instructions

had only pictures,

I put the crib together

in half the time.

Have I told you

how lost I feel,

how words confuse me

when they sit limp

like a water hose with no water

on a sheet of directions

next to words? I’m so

disoriented right now

by the imaginary

sheet of words

I just invented

that six lines ago

I wrote “next to words,”

when what I meant

to write was “next

to pictures.” And even

the whole business

of that water hose

simile is odd,

but not in the good way,

and now I’m noticing

that it’s also phallic,

and thinking “Jeezuz H.”

can a man for once

not include a penis,

real or figurative,

in a poem with breasts?

Let me try again;

I put together the crib,

changing table, rocking

chair. I hung the Life Aquatic

with Steve Zissou print

perfectly level. I keep

the twin bed neatly made

with its melon and mint

blanket and its rows

of marching elephants.

I know how to do

these things. I can even change

diapers, dress my son,

bathe, feed, and burp him,

not in that order

necessarily, but I’m open

to things changing

weekly because they do

and have and will.

Tonight, when I said

to his mama

that she should sleep

all the way through

if she wanted to

because I would wake

when he did, I thought,

“I got this.”

I said it deadpan,

as is my way

when I want to get a laugh,

when I pretend

to be the tough hero

who sacrifices something,

only I never am.

I’m the character who clowns,

the one who loves

etymologies so much

that after he learned

the pan in deadpan is slang

for the face

googled “words for

a man’s chest”

only to lose hours

in the list

of questions under

People also ask:p

What is a Man Boob?

Is a tank top tan line

called a double dolphin?

How Big Should

male nipples be?

What’s another word

for treasure chest?

What is the synonym

of honest?

Do men’s nipples leak?

If a man is a rooster

does he have breasts?

Thoughts like these

keep me up watching

the monitor.

When it wails,

I hurry down the hall.

Clean diaper?

Check. Food, burp?

Check, and check.

So we bounce

on the exercise ball

that is blue like the ocean

in some Japanese paintings.

I used to spend

so many hours

on this ball

trying to tighten my abs

and obliques

—riblets, I called them.

He fusses and wiggles

while the Glo Worm

curls in a corner

with Brahms and

other classics

deep in its body

waiting to be released.

I stop bouncing and tilt

the ball forward

THREE POEMS
TOMÁS Q. MORÍN
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and back to rock us.

From the changing table

the velvet blue face

of his Twilight Turtle

watches me;

the smile it wears says

it could live forever

in this room,

forever throwing

a field of orange stars

and crescent moons

from its back

onto the ceiling

and walls.

Our rocking syncs

with the sound machine.

I picked OCEAN

because to my ear

it was the least threatening

of the six choices.

THUNDER means lightning

has already struck

somewhere or

someone. WATERFALL

is Annie Taylor in 1901

tumbling in a barrel

down Niagara Falls.

RAIN is a leaky roof.

SUMMER NIGHT

is crickets and no wind

or electricity to run

the box fan.

And RAINFOREST

is the chip chip tweet

of birds near and far

a pleasant chorus

that’ll put me to sleep,

which is a clear

and present danger

to us both. So OCEAN

it is: surf, gulls,

a sandpiper.

This was my lullaby

when my parents

brought me home

from the hospital

to their tiny apartment

on North Beach.

Across the street

the piers and the gulf

where my father

caught lunch

and dinner for them.

What does sand

and infinite water

look like in the dream

of a child who’s

never seen either?

I drop my shoulder

and now the baby

is at a 45 degree

angle. He’s the hypotenuse

that closes my triangle.

His open mouth

brushes my nipple

and pinches it

for only a second,

but it’s long enough

to startle me

from my nocturnal

daydream

of dunes and the

damp sunlight

of the beach. He misses

his mama’s body

that is resting

all night

for the first time

in weeks. I press

the soft back

of the pacifier

against my nipple

and he gets to work,

his little fingers

kneading my chest

like dough

—my son the poet

already mixing

metaphors

out of my body.

Who could blame him.

During the day

my skin is a desert.

My chest is two palm trees

and the distance

between them a mirage.

But tonight

my body is a boat

named the Belafonte.

My breasts are two dolphins

with electronic gear

strapped to their heads

who stare with goofy grins

when they’re asked

to do something

simple like swim

under a hull

and send back footage.

My heart wears

a pale blue uniform

and a red knit hat

because my heart

is Bill Murray

playing a famous

oceanographer.

Using a cross-section

model to give a tour

of the boat,

his voice-over

is clear and dry

when he says, This is

the observation bubble,

which I thought up

in a dream, actually.

Two albino scouts

swim with the ship.

They’re supposedly

very intelligent,

although I’ve never seen

any evidence of it.

Machetes
I wrote a poem once

that I called “Machete.” It was angry

because I was angry

when I wrote it, angry over

white supremacy

and blah blah blah. It’s okay

if you haven’t read it

because it only had one machete

in it and everyone knows

a poem with multiple machetes

always trumps

a poem with a single one.

Can we reclaim that word yet?

You know the one

I’m talking about.

Don’t make me say it again.

So if you’re one of the few

billion people who hasn’t

read my machete poem,

the recap goes like this:

a single machete,

gold and shiny,

descended from the Aztec

heaven of jaguars

and naked women

on flea market paintings . . .

That joke was going to be

longer, but I can’t

keep a straight face

for more than six lines,
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even when the lines

are as short

as these are.

The truth is

that poem was about

weaponizing my smile

by giving it a sharp blade

to slice all the white

supremacists

inside that poem,

the ones who

I made dance

like fields of cane.

Notice I implied just then

“my poem did this,

and my poem did that,”

instead of saying

I was responsible

for those choices

that felt right, and still do.

That poem does contain one lie

that I feel bad about,

which is silly,

because what poem doesn’t

contain a lie or two?

Even so, this one bothers me

so here’s my confession:

at the end of that poem

I said that I drink coffee.

I don’t. Never have.

Why don’t you drink coffee?

people always ask.

I don’t like the taste.

is what I say, and that,

well, that’s a truth

you can carve on my headstone

without disturbing my sleep.

What has kept me up

for months now

is the feeling that I forgot

to put something

in that single machete poem.

I’ve sat cold in my burrow,

washing my whiskers,

tuning my ears

to the gentle footfalls

of that feeling

that has been stalking me

for days and days.

I didn’t know

what it was until I heard

Chen Chen read

in snowy Vermont.

His dark jacket and pants

were pinstriped

like a cage for the soft leopard

shirt he wore.

I don’t think

I had seen him

since we had been teammates

for the Poetry World Series

with Erika M.

and even though we won

the game, the real victory

came while we waited,

on the corner of Crosby

and Houston,

for the crosswalk signal,

when he and I decided

we would go west

to Miss Lily’s

and the group

could go where it wanted

because we didn’t want

a sports bar,

because we didn’t want

American food,

because we didn’t want

to take orders

from the white woman

we didn’t know

who put herself in charge

of the group that night.

Now I’m not saying

she was a white supremacist

but she was wielding

something heavy and blunt

and invisible.

And really, shame on her

for forgetting

that just ten minutes before

our team had bested

that all-star lineup

of Melissa S. and Adrian M.

and Erika S.

after nine close innings.

Couldn’t she see

we all had crowns?

Chen, do you remember

how everyone smiled

and said they’d join us

when we said we were going

our own way?

Maybe they tapped

into their inner cats

in that moment

and could smell the jerk chicken

and the fried plantains

already sizzling

a short half mile away.

Do you remember

the size of my eyes

when I whispered

that we had passed

Cuba Gooding, Jr.

on the way to our booth?

I know, I know,

Show me the money!

is the quote from Jerry Maguire

everyone remembers,

but for me it’s always been

the thing Cuba’s character says

about “kwan,”

how, “It means love,

respect, community, and dollars,

the entire package . . .”

And I know if we talk

about kwan in the poetry world

then the dollars part

becomes a punchline,

which is okay,

because laughter is what I forgot

to put in that poem

with the single machete.

You reminded me

anger can also be funny

when I heard you read

that poem about cats,

or was it the one about dogs,

and this was a truth

I had always known,

or at least something I had

known for a very long time

but had forgotten

the day I sat down

to write my smile

into a machete

I could use

against my enemies.

But you and your poems

broke the stillness

of that cold night

in a chapel

I’m not sure

was ever meant

for laughter

and so I stepped

out of my burrow,

smiling, just as I did

this morning

when I woke from a dream

in which I was a housecat.
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I was a tortie

and with every step

my legs grew longer

and my shoulders

churned

like the discs of a plow

under my skin

that was now golden

like the color of wet

limestone.

I stretched taller

and longer

until my teeth

and legs and claws,

even my tail

that was now as long as my body,

all felt lethal

like machetes.

I’d forgive anyone

who seeing me like this

said I was a “beautiful

death machine”

like Karen the cougar

in Talladega Nights,

a role that was played

by two mountain lions

named Dillon and K.C.

who liked to roll around

in the grass

between takes.

I like to think

“I’m a beautiful life machine,”

but I know

that will be a hard sell

for some readers

because this is now

a poem filled with many machetes

and how can a reader

ever tell when I’m

being angry-funny

or funny-angry

if they won’t cast off

their clothes

and embrace that wild

inner-something

that roams inside

all of us and join me

over a pile of spare ribs,

our lips smacking,

stripes of sauce

on our cheeks,

not unlike how it was

in the beginning

for our species

before we had words

for what a life was

or someone to say

we must change it.

Tomás Q. Morín’s newest book of poems, Machete, is forthcom-
ing from Penguin/Random House. He is also the author of the 
memoir Let Me Count the Ways, forthcoming from Univer-
sity of Nebraska Press, as well as the poetry collections Patient
Zero and A Larger Country, winner of the 2012 APR/yy
Honickman First Book Prize.

The Jackson Poetry Prize, 
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with a gift from the Liana 

Foundation, is sponsored 
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Donika Questions the Oracle
Who hid my dad in the mountain,

impoverished, where he would remain,

invisible and rationed, not on milk and honey,

but on bologna and saltines, until he grew

strong enough to kill the father?

Which father?

Do I mean his daddy, exiled for the rest

of his diabetic days to a closet

in a house with no power, no water,

where my dad—his sisters and his brothers

caught for a time by the crack rock and the pipe,

lighting up in the dark—lived?

Surely not his daddy, oracle, surely not.

How long was he the youngest? How long

was he a child? What god swallowed him

whole? The god, perhaps, who split

his mother in two? Or took his brother

with a bullet from another father’s gun

in the sunlight in the afternoon?

Did he really hold his dying brother’s hand,

oracle, the brother who wanted

only an apology on my dad’s behalf?

Who held him when his mother died?

Who told him of a heaven where dead

mothers and brothers go?

O, the pigeons!

What of the pigeons, oracle? Did he tend them,

watch them rise from the roof of the house

with no power or water, but a daddy in a closet,

his sisters and brothers flaring in the rock light?

Did he delight in their return? The pigeons,

I mean? Did he ever delight, oracle, in anything

a child might? Did he look for his name in the sky?

Did he ride a bike, made from junk parts,

in the South Central LA sun as fast as a boy might?

Surely he did that, oracle, surely that.

And when he rose like an improbable stone

from the father’s gut—whichever father

I mean here, whichever father makes sense—

the siblings, the pigeons, his daddy in exile,

his name in the sky—when he rose, with the stone

of himself in his hand, covered in bile and mucus,

free now of someone more powerful

than the child he surely once was,

did he know the terrible thing he would become?

My Father Visits the Oracle 
Before I Am Born
He expects a vision

of his own death. Body opened,

as his mother’s:

abrupt and with mercy.

He expects the barrel of the gun.

He expects exile in a closet.

He expects, in short,

a truncated life.

By now he knows intervention

is only postponement.

He asks,

[                              ]?

And the oracle answers:

[                              ].

Afterward and forever,

he disavows his body

as something he can control.

Self-Portrait with Father
We sit on opposite sides of a picnic bench,

behind him, the black walnut tree, its fruit

rich with maggots. Behind me, a wall of ivy

we prune every other season. I’ve called

this Saturday morning meeting,

the sun already hard, the air dry.

I say to my father, who I call Dad,

that his mama, a woman I’ve never met—

who died when he was two years older

than I am in this memory—I argue

her disappointment. His head hangs

like a limb at the truth, his hands sweeping

down his mustache, his lips before he nods,

says, I don’t know why I keep [                     [ ].

I am all hope, the choice in that moment

so simple a child could figure it, and I say,

You can stop.

Does he nod again? Or sit still or move

his eyes to the swing set,

the dog asleep beneath the olive tree?

I can’t remember.

I only know he fails, holds me

to every wall in the house again and again.

from THE RENUNCIATIONSTT
DONIKA KELLY
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Self-Portrait with Door
Compton, California, early 1990s

Do you remember the princess

locked in a tower, a doorless room

because her father feared a grandson

who might kill him? And the god, who slid

into her room as light as rain as gold,

a deluge she bore and later bore him

a son who would kill a king?

Well, this is not that.

A girl awakens in a room, the door

unpainted, with no knob—just a hole

where the knob could be. Eyes closed,

she imagines the lock. She imagines

locking herself inside. She imagines

her father knocking, the lock a rebuke.

Imagines his disappointment at the door,

which cannot yield. Imagines sleeping

through the night. Imagines him still,

standing at the locked door.

This is still not that.

I open my eyes. He is standing

at the foot of my bed. He has pushed

the open door, pushed open the room

as a man. Tonight, he will pin me

to a wall in the open room, frottage

between my thighs, and I will bear him.

Another night, he will take me

in the kitchen and I will bear him;

or the laundry room and I will bear him;

or the bedroom he shares with my mother.

I will bear him wherever I am taken

and no one will kill him and he will not die.

Donika Kelly is the author of The Renunciations (Graywolf, 2021) and  Bestiary
(Graywolf). Bestiary is the winner of the Cave Canem Poetry Prize, a Hurston/
Wright Legacy Award for Poetry, and the Kate Tufts Discovery Award. She is
an Assistant Professor at the University of Iowa, where she teaches creative writing.
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The Animal Kingdom
When Owen was born

I was afraid,

like all new

fathers are afraid,

that I would drop

him and break

his head, still

shaped like a cone,

the shape his head

took so smartly

to slip out

of his mother’s body

and pierce the world.

Soon I had endless

dreams where the sky

broke and the soul

of the sky slipped

out and moved like a giant

pink squid above

the back porch,

the street, the grass.

When I woke

I would go to him

and lift him up

and rock him and move

my fingers along

his new spine

like a harp. I had

what you would call

anxiety. I kept thinking

about what would happen

if I stepped on him,

on his head as he lay

on the wool

baby blanket,

how my foot would feel

coming down and through

him, his baby-skin,

his beginning-skull.

How the whole world

would turn into

a kaleidoscoped coffin—

repeating forever.

I kept thinking

what would happen

if I forgot him

in the car, in the sun

while I walked

through the cool

air of some winding

grocery aisle,

how the plastic parts

of his carseat

would melt into him,

and him into it, how

his diaper would be

too full and too hot.

And I thought about all

those fathers

in the animal kingdom

who eat their young,

eat their hearts out

of their chests,

not because they are hungry,

or jealous, no,

not because of some ancient,

locked-in thread

of DNA that has yet to evolve,

but because they do not

know how to eat themselves,

which is what they really

want, to devour

the thing they hate

the most, the star-filled

wagon of the Self, that

bag of meat and bones

they did not ask to be.

I did not ask to be.

But here I am, in love,

cradling this hairless

human animal who comes

from a kingdom

of upright ants

with fingers and toes.

And my only job now,

in all the world,

is to not destroy my kids,

and in turn,

teach them not

to destroy others,

even though, of course,

I will and they will,

locked-in as we are

and free as any other animal.

About Love
You need to do

something for yourself

is what she used to

say to me

while I stood washing

the dishes or folding

the children’s pile

of warm clothes.

Now I believe that

she was talking

to herself like a knight

staring off over

the hay roofs of

some unimportant village

into the doors of a

dark and unknown

castle, saying I’m meant

for more than this.

I don’t understand

why bravery

so often comes with

cruelty. I would be happy

staring at my kids

all day. I would be happy

watching snow fall

onto the green glass

of a greenhouse

until the glass broke

and the tomatoes inside

froze hard as baseballs.

My mother tells a story

about bringing her

sons to the mall when

we were eight

and says I saw how

people looked at you

and your brother, you

were such pretty

children I was worried

something would

THREE POEMS
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happen to you. I only

remember her looking

at us, saying I could have

looked at you all day.

The last time I talked

to my father

was the night of

my older brother’s

cremation. He was sitting

on a couch staring

into an empty fireplace.

I hadn’t seen him

for years but just

then I wanted to sit next

to him like you would

a child you found

lost in the mall,

and say it’s ok, let’s

find your parents, they

must be here somewhere.

I think I said, Allen,

I’m sorry Darin is gone.

And he made a sound

like a child might make

when reaching up for

a mother’s hand

only to realize that it’s not there.

It’s not there. He sighed

and said it’s so strange

not having a son anymore.

And my father was right,

his son was dead

and gone and that

was the beginning and

the end of any story

I might ever tell

about love. Yesterday,

going to the store

to buy nighttime diapers

for Owen I found myself

so happy that everyone

had to wear masks.

That I didn’t have to

look at anyone’s face.

That I didn’t have to

look at mine. I watched

as boxes of different

kinds of cereal glided

by, watched cans

of vegetables become

cans of fruit. The music

playing in my head

was so beautiful

it was like the sound

my children’s mother

made when she used to

walk through our house

in her socks.

Goblin
In each of the stories

where children

are led out of their beds

at night by a broken

father or angry stepmother

and marched off

to be fed into the mouth

of a dark wood,

the children are supposed

to die. In some stories

they do. In others they

survive but must kill

a witch or an animal

in order to live

which is, to be fair,

a different kind

of death but a death all

the same. Imagine

the fog around their small

ankles like a shoreline

in the dark. Imagine

how cold their skin

would be beneath the thin

overcoats

of their nightshirts,

the little heat

the parents are giving

off beginning to dissipate

like dew as the children

take that last step

into the copse of trees

and are swallowed up.

There are so many ways

to eat the young.

Yesterday, Owen was riding

his red Radio Flyer

tricycle around and around

our red dining room

table. Get me, poppa,

get me, you’re a gob-a-lin,

come get me. And I know

I shouldn’t have

really become a goblin,

that that was not what he was

asking for. He wanted his

poppa and a funny voice.

Instead my body grew

like a shadow and turned green,

craven and heavy,

you can’t run from the gob-a-lin,

the gob-a-lin, the gob-a-lin,

I sang, and chased him

round the table, you

can’t run from the gob-a-lin

I’m going to eat

your skin. Then he stopped,

knowing that I was

no longer there and looked

up at my face and not

seeing my face began to cry

and shake. I knelt down

and held him,

and said I’m sorry

it’s just poppa,

was that too scary? We

won’t play that anymore and he

calmed a little and said

I don’t want him

Poppa,

tell the gob-a-lin not to

come back. When you ask

parents how they ever raised

their children they will

often say

half the time I had no idea

what I was doing.

But I think we do know

what we are doing. And so does

the forest, and the dark

in the forest,

and the wind in the dark,

and the beasts,

the broken fathers, the angry

stepmothers,

the unconditional bond

become errant.

Matthew Dickman is the author of All American Poem, which 
won the 2008 APR/Honickman First Book Prize, Maya-
kovsky’s Revolver (W.W. Norton & Co., 2012), and r Won-
derland (W.W. Norton & Co., 2017); and co-author, with 
Michael Dickman, of 50 American Plays (Copper Canyon,
2012), and Brother (Faber & Faber, 2016). His newest book, r
Husbandry, is forthcoming from W.W. Norton in 2022.yy
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You May Eat
I’m leaving a set of vintage flatware in my shopping basket

in the event no one else buys it and should I come by a windfall

I can swoop back in and purchase it, and complete myself:

We always had perfectly matching flatware in the house

in which I grew up, even, I think, to introduce an errant fork

would have been blasphemous; in fact, I don’t think I could

have birthed the idea myself; I have only, later in life, come

upon the idea by happenstance, because of the jumble that is

the drawer of cutlery, merged sets between two households:

with five people at the table, you give up on coordinating. My

father always sat at the head of the table, my mother and I

at his either side, and though he did not cook he evaluated

the food as if he were some kind of expert chef. Once we had

our napkins on our laps and had sat together in appreciative

silence, we waited for him to allow us to move forward and help

ourselves to a serving. Wait, I’m remembering it wrong. We

never served ourselves. He served us. And once he’d doled out

our portions, he’d say in mock solemnity, You may eat. The set

I want most isn’t that fancy; it’s the plainness I covet, that mid-

century look that would have never jived with my parents’

baroque sideboard. I’d also prefer a minimalist headstone.

Lottery of Eyes
My daughter learns how to read with eyes

I can’t claim to know the color of

though they started out gray then turned

green, and were one day blue,

and naysayers who said they’d turn brown

were wrong, they are like leaves

to be sure, but they are mostly like the colors

that move windward over the surfaces of lakes,

little scuffles or scallops or shells

of tiny waves combed across a brilliant surface:

I cannot answer yes or no when my

daughter asks if her eyes are green. Can you not

look inside your own eyes to find

what color they are? Too bad our eyes cannot

speak the colors they feel, be changing things,

the shade of iris accompanying

the brow in temperament. When my daughter

first learned to drop into a book,

she left, she turned off by turning on, her face

canceling all reward: recalling

to me the time she was points only, three dots

on the printout of the sonogram, below which

someone assigned the word TOES

because she already learned to disappear. When

she first appeared, she was not

unlike a slice of paper that’s gotten lost inside

the photocopier, frustrating

the machine, getting shredded in its making.

Who are you and how? I just lost this document,

which was an entire poem,

which was not unlike my daughter’s twin who

would know by now how to read

if she did not run red down my inner leg while

I was reading. How was it that

I was able in the first place to give birth to a pair

of eyes? Giving birth is the opposite of being

swallowed. Trying to make that

match catch, kindle a being, it’s as impossible

as scooping the eye’s net through

a fish tank stocked with the alphabet: who can

know what and who you will be

lucky enough to catch? One fell out the bubblegum

machine of my uterus, a blood rush sucked into

the godless mouth of the toilet,

but this one is sitting across from me right now,

reading a book, and even tonight

she is still taken up with the questions of eyes:

are hers gray or green? Typically

I’d dismiss this exchange as an exercise in vanity,

because what a miracle it is the things eyes do!

I made this pair inside me.

I can’t say exactly what color they are, but they

started out gray, then everyone

said they’d turn brown soon as a moon passed

over a cloud, but then they held

the green mirror of a leaf before them and one

day they were blue, but mostly they’re lichen gray.

And what eyes might have shone

from out her twin’s head? The same set of moon

hazed gray that peers out from

girl’s head, or another pair of near-sighted baubles

set behind lenses like her sister’s?

Love is a pair of stares that smarts like a wound!

Ice Cream in February
Sitting in this car like a worn-out century,

an ash tray on wheels, my fingers direct

its wheels to pull into this lot as tears creep

out their ends to lacquer the steering wheel.

I’ve positioned myself to face this faded

storefront without the foresight to see it

is what was formerly the Babies-R-Us that

once swung its doors open before my feet

when all I bought was diapers and my arms

hauled plastic bags freighted with formula

and pacifiers, the cruel weight of the car

seat that hung from the crook of my arm

THREE POEMS
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held suspended the jewel that was my

daughter whose cries were like ribbons

at midnight. Back then, I was always in

the market for pacifiers, diapers and baby

formula. I’d buy cloth bibs by the dozens

because, just like I got smart about breast

milk, I got smart about all the spitting up:

if I just kept a bib on the kid and swapped

it out each time the formula dribbled up

out the baby mouth, I wouldn’t have to

change the whole outfit. Baby hacks,

I guess you could call it. Mother’s Day,

I happened to be in there because I was

always in there, stocking up on disposable

diapers, diaper creams, teething rings

molded out of plastic from a factory in

China, and while checking out the nice

young man I saw practically on a daily

basis said, “Happy Mother’s Day, I hope

your husband got you something nice.”

And in the way I had back then, one eye

always asquint, circles practically drawn

with markers beneath my eyes, hands

trembling not because I had to climb fifty

steps up to my apartment with the fifty

pound car seat encasing the fifteen pound

baby, but because I only got to sleep in

2.5 hour increments and was therefore

actually insane and even hallucinating,

I said, “My Mother’s Day present to myself

is that I’m not married.” Now Babies-R-Us

is shuttered forever. Now I dip the plastic

spoon into the frost, eat a barrel’s worth

of sugar, which will reach down to my blood

as a stranger offers his hand to an old lady

to help her off the bench at the bus stop.

My daughter orders a pumpkin spice

latte at the drive-thru. I am alone again

in this world. For years, she spared me

from my own self-interest, got me used

to bending down for the bedtime kiss,

to waiting while she learned to manage

shower faucets, on hand to rescue her

from water’s scald. Now she disappears

into steam, shutting the door behind

her. I, too, dissolve. The drive-by sky

in this nowhere lot is worse than a fat

policeman fattening himself on baked

goods inside the heated cubicle of his

vehicle’s interior, as I watch him while

I eat an ice cream cone in winter, tears

leaking out the ends of my fingers, my

one lost mitten somewhere on some

road behind me, a three-lane boulevard

along which buses constantly drag

their plumes of exhaust and stores

heave a sigh and roll over onto their

sides to die their brick and mortar

death before the president of a land

in which I never requested citizenship

and the dying woman under a blanket

at the ferry station curls up inside my

ear murmuring that she forgives me

for the morning I almost dropped

a dollar into her cup but stopped when

I only found a twenty in my wallet and

did not have the time or compassion

to break it at the coffee shop because

I did not have time.          The best part

of being alone is being alone is being

able to enjoy an ice cream cone but now

I’m starting to sound like someone who

thrives on simple pleasures which

just isn’t true. I’ve always despised

those women who think trespass is

sneaking an extra chocolate, or hoarding

a favorite cookie. Come on, bitches, let’s

fall down some stairs!      No one calls

me to see how my day at work is going,

and I’m always hauling the trash cans

out to the end of the drive and at this

point in my life I just look like an old

woman to people who drive by which

is better I guess than being harassed,

but why can’t you get something in

between a leer and a disgusted smirk

for having a body that carries you to

the mailbox to find out there is no mail?

Cate Marvin is the author of four books of poetry, including Oracle (W.W. Norton, 2015). Her 
newest book, Event Horizon, is forthcoming from Copper Canyon in 2022. She is the recipi-
ent of a Whiting Award, a Guggenheim Fellowship, and the Kate Tufts Discovery Prize, and is 
a Professor of English at the College of Staten Island.
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THE MOON 
IN DRAG

KELLY MCQUAIN

Moon of hunger, moon of hope, moon of cold nights

and telescopes. Hunter’s moon, low-slung and blood-

orange, moon of fruit and moon of thorn. Mother moon

charming a fussy child, werewolf moon fighting

an urge to go wild. Pale thumbprint sugaring

the afternoon’s pale blue, neon moon electrifying

all the night through. Full bellied moon, pregnant

with luck or disaster, moon of witch-chant, halo, antler.

Watercolor moon, soft brushstrokes, wet on wet indigo.

Moon inside me, shifting tides. Moon with thumb out

hitching rides. Witch moon bright behind a claw

of dark branches, skinny-dipping moon, back seats,

taking chances. Up-all-night moon, drinker’s moon,

moon of worry and moon of deathbed. Holy moon,

traveler’s moon, money tucked in a sock, a comb

in its pocket. Moon we aim for with our rockets.

Crossroads moon where the devil plays his tricks,

junky moon, a sweet stargazer fix. Bake-my-misery-

in-butter-and-brown-sugar moon. Juggler’s moon,

bills piled high. Evergreen moon, moon that pines

as cool as creek water, moon of second chances,

moon pressing against the night like a drunken lover,

moon that dances. Moon so blue it is the velvet voice

of a lovelorn swain. Moon so cruel you hope to hide

when it shines this way again. Horse thief moon. Moon

that knows the wind’s cold rustle by heart, pained moon,

angry moon, quick and sharp. Moon in feather boas and

come-fuck-me pumps, cinched moon, corseted moon,

moon trussed up to the nines, I’ll-have-my-way-with-you

moon that laughs as the willows weep, cricket moon,

lake bottom moon, moon that spoons you as you sleep.

Kelly McQuain is the author of Velvet Rodeo, which was selected by poet C. Dale Young for 
the Bloom chapbook poetry prize. McQuain was born and raised in West Virginia but now calls 
Philadelphia home. His prose, poetry and illustrations have appeared in The Pinch, Painted 
Bride Quarterly,yy The Philadelphia Inquirer, Kestrel, and Cleaver, as well as such anthol-
ogies as Men on Men, Drawn to Marvel, LGBTQ Fiction and Poetry from Appalachia,
Eyes Glowing at the Edge of the Woods: Fiction and Poetry from West Virginia, Best
American Erotica, and Rabbit Ears: TV Poems.
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A Bronzeville Mother Loiters in 
Mississippi. Meanwhile, a Mississippi
Mother Burns Bacon
Gwendolyn Brooks (1958)

From the first it had been like a

Ballad. It had the beat inevitable. It had the blood.

A wildness cut up, and tied in little bunches,

Like the four-line stanzas of the ballads she had never quite

Understood—the ballads they had set her to, in school.

Herself: the milk-white maid, the “maid mild”

Of the ballad. Pursued

By the Dark Villain. Rescued by the Fine Prince.

The Happiness-Ever-After.

That was worth anything.

It was good to be a “maid mild.”

That made the breath go fast.

Her bacon burned. She

Hastened to hide it in the step-on can, and

Drew more strips from the meat case. The eggs and sour-milk biscuits

Did well. She set out a jar

Of her new quince preserve.

. . . But there was something about the matter of the Dark Villain.

He should have been older, perhaps.

The hacking down of a villain was more fun to think about

When his menace possessed undisputed breadth, undisputed height,

And best of all, when history was cluttered

With the bones of many eaten knights and princesses.

The fun was disturbed, then all but nullified

When the Dark Villain was a blackish child

Of Fourteen, with eyes still too young to be dirty,

And a mouth too young to have lost every reminder

Of its infant softness.

That boy must have been surprised! For

These were grown-ups. Grown-ups were supposed to be wise.

And the fine Prince—and that other—so tall, so broad, so

Grown! Perhaps the boy had never guessed

That the trouble with grown-ups was that under the magnificent shell of 

adulthood, just under,

Waited the baby full of tantrums.

It occurred to her that there may have been something

Ridiculous to the picture of the Fine Prince

Rushing (rich with breadth and height and

Mature solidness whose lack, in the Dark Villain, was impressing her,

Confronting her more and more as this first day after the trial

And acquittal (wore on) rushing

With his heavy companion to hack down (unhorsed)

That little foe. So much had happened, she could not remember now what 

that foe had done

Against her, or if anything had been done.

The breaks were everywhere. That she could think

Of no thread capable of the necessary

Sew-work.

She made the babies sit in their places at the table.

Then, before calling HIM, she hurried

To the mirror with her comb and lipstick. It was necessary

To be more beautiful than ever.

The beautiful wife.

For sometimes she fancied he looked at her as though

Measuring her. As if he considered, Had she been worth it?

Had she been worth the blood, the cramped cries, the little stirring bravado,

The gradual dulling of those Negro eyes,

The sudden, overwhelming little-boyness in that barn?

Whatever she might feel or half-feel, the lipstick necessity was something 

apart. HE must never conclude

That she had not been worth it.

HE sat down, the Fine Prince, and

Began buttering a biscuit. HE looked at HIS hands.

More papers were in from the North, HE mumbled. More maddening 

headlines.

With their pepper-words, “bestiality,” and “barbarism,” and

“Shocking.”

The half-sneers HE had mastered for the trial worked across

HIS sweet and pretty face.

What HE’d like to do, HE explained, was kill them all.

The time lost. The unwanted fame.

Still, it had been fun to show those intruders

A thing or two. To show that snappy-eyed mother,

That sassy, Northern, brown-black—

Nothing could stop Mississippi.

HE knew that. Big fella

Knew that.

And, what was so good, Mississippi knew that.

They could send in their petitions, and scar

Their newspapers with bleeding headlines. Their governors

Could appeal to Washington . . .

“What I want,” the older baby said, “is ’lasses on my jam.”

Whereupon the younger baby

Picked up the molasses pitcher and threw

The molasses in his brother’s face. Instantly

The Fine Prince leaned across the table and slapped

The small and smiling criminal.

She did not speak. When the HAND

Came down and away, and she could look at her child,

At her baby-child,

She could think only of blood.

Surely her baby’s cheek

Had disappeared, and in its place, surely,

Hung a heaviness, a lengthening red, a red that had no end.

She shook her head. It was not true, of course.

It was not true at all. The

AN APPRECIATION OF
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Child’s face was as always, the

Color of the paste in her paste-jar.

She left the table, to the tune of the children’s lamentations, which

were shriller

Than ever. She

Looked out of a window. She said not a word. That

Was one of the new Somethings—

The fear,

Tying her as with iron.

Suddenly she felt his hands upon her. He had followed her

To the window. The children were whimpering now.

Such bits of tots. And she, their mother,

Could not protect them. She looked at her shoulders, still

Gripped in the claim of his hands. She tried, but could not resist the idea

That a red ooze was seeping, spreading darkly, thickly, slowly,

Over her white shoulders, her own shoulders,

And over all of Earth and Mars.

He whispered something to her, did the Fine Prince, something about love 

and night and intention

She heard no hoof-beat of the horse and saw no flash of the shining steel.

He pulled her face around to meet

His, and there it was, close close,

For the first time in all the days and nights.

His mouth, wet and red,

So very, very, very red,

Closed over hers.

Then a sickness heaved within her. The courtroom Coca-Cola,

The courtroom beer and hate and sweat and drone,

Pushed like a wall against her. She wanted to bear it.

But his mouth would not go away and neither would the

Decapitated exclamation points in that Other Woman’s eyes.

She did not scream.

She stood there.

But a hatred for him burst into glorious flower,

And its perfume enclasped them—big,

Bigger than all magnolias.

The last bleak news of the ballad.

The rest of the rugged music.

The last quatrain.

When I was growing up on the North Side of Chicago, the subject of 
poetry didn’t come up much, but whenever it did someone would start
declaiming “Hog Butcher for the World” and “City of the Big Shoulders.” 
Carl Sandburg seemed like everyone’s idea of a Chicago poet, which is why
as soon as I started writing poetry, I proclaimed my scorn for his aw-shucks 
manner and blue-collar affectations. But when I was a sophomore at Grin-
nell College one of my friends, the poet Irma McClaurin, who was from
the South Side of Chicago, told me that her favorite poet was Gwendolyn
Brooks, who was influenced by Sandburg, and so maybe I should go eas-
ier on his midwestern populism. I didn’t understand yet that Sandburg’s 
Whitmanian stance and egalitarian ethos, what Sterling Brown called his 
“common-man mythology,” is more ethically sound than the politics of 
my modernist heroes, Eliot and Pound, greater poets who turned out to be 
contemptuous of democracy. I was catching up and decided that I should 
find out about a different sort of democratic poet from a different part of 
my hometown. I immersed myself in Brooks’ work, which situates itself in
Bronzeville, the Black Metropolis, the historic center of African American 
culture in the city since the Great Migration. Chicago has always been a 
hyper-segregated city and I was getting educated.

Brooks called herself an “organic Chicagoan.” From the outset, she peo-
pled her poems with a multitude of characters, all sorts of folks, who make 
up a neighborhood, part of the entirety. In her first four individual col-
lections, A Street in Bronzeville (1945),e Annie Allen (1950), The Bean Eaters
(1960), and In the Mecca (1968), she gave voice to people who really hadn’t
appeared in poetry before. As she put it in her autobiography, Report from
Part One: “If you wanted a poem you had only to look out of a window. 
There was material always, walking or running, fighting or screaming or 
singing.” This is modest and revealing, and it speaks to Brooks’ ambition to 
work both sides of the street, to encompass various viewpoints, reputable 
and disreputable, and to describe what happened in kitchenettes, taverns, 
and beauty shops, the front yard and the back one, vacant lots, shadowy 
alleys, bustling street-corners. She catches people on the move, in the thick 
of it.

Brooks was an American poet with a community principle and a mod-
ernist aesthetic. She said that she wanted “to vivify the commonplace,”
which sounds Wordsworthian, and she described her poems as “folksy nar-
ratives,” which is comically understated, though it does point to a primary
value in her work, a fierce commitment to telling stories about ordinary 
people. But she was about as “folksy” as Langston Hughes or Robert Frost, 
two of her main models, and she loved to redeploy and even rethink the 
nature of traditional forms, such as the blues, the sonnet, and the ballad. I 
think of her as a local poet in the same way that James Joyce was a local fic-
tion writer. Joyce wrote from exile, Brooks stayed put, but both used the
literary tools at their disposal to work their home turfs.

Brooks’ career was bifurcated by the Black Arts Movement, which was 
propelled by the Second Black Writers’ Conference at Fisk University in
1967. She was radicalized by younger poets and awakened to a new con-
sciousness about the social role of poetry in the Black community. She 

made new personal alliances and professional commitments, such as her 
decision to publish with Dudley Randall’s Broadside Press, which was 
nobly committed to African American literature. I don’t underestimate the 
importance that the Movement had for her, but her work doesn’t divide so 
neatly into two parts. The evidence suggests otherwise.

Take the politically charged issue of traditional Anglo-European or 
Western forms, which Brooks notoriously renounced. Many of her ear-
lier poems don’t just employ those forms, they also deconstruct and repur-
pose them in cunning ways, such as her invention of a hybrid form, “the
sonnet-ballad” (“Oh mother, mother, where is happiness?”), and her use
of the mock-epic (“The Anniad”). Strictly speaking, her poem “The
Last Quatrain of the Ballad of Emmett Till,” a coda to “A Bronzeville
Mother,” turns out to be neither a quatrain nor a ballad. Instead, it stages a
confrontation between the generic or communal expectation of the form
and the individual’s resistance to it. So, too, many of her free-verse lyr-
ics, which appear spontaneous, are shadowed by the ghost of lost forms.
Think of the aggressive soundings, the alliterative echo chamber, in her 
most famous poem, “We Real Cool” (1959). Brooks liked to rhyme and
then to disrupt rhyme, to echo and clang intermittently. Sometimes she 
intercut long free-verse stanzas with hidden couplets, other times she estab-
lished a pattern and then ruptured it. She created vessels so that she could
break them.

One of the most powerful examples of Brooks’ method is her free-verse 
poem “A Bronzeville Mother Loiters in Mississippi. Meanwhile, a Missis-
sippi Woman Burns Bacon,” which appeared in The Bean Eaters, a book she
initially intended to call Bronzeville Men and Women. This poem suggests
that Brooks’ ideology was well-inscribed into her practice by the fifties. 
Her pen was already “dipped in blood, stabbed in, writhing blood.” Brooks d
wrote this blood-soaked poem in response to the kidnapping and murder of 
Emmett Till, a fourteen-year-old from Chicago, who visited his cousins in 
the tiny town of Money, Mississippi, in the summer of 1955. He was a fun-
loving kid who made the mistake of going to buy bubblegum in a small
store, Bryant’s Grocery and Meat Market, where he said something possibly 
flirtatious, certainly innocuous, to Carolyn Bryant, the twenty-one-year-
old white proprietor, who stormed off and later fabricated a story that he
had made “ugly remarks” and somehow assaulted her. That night Roy Bry-
ant, Carolyn’s husband, and his half-brother, J. W. Milam, got Bobo Till
out of bed at gun point, brutally tortured and killed him, and then callously
dumped his body in the Tallahatchie River with a seventy-pound cotton
gin fan tied to his neck. He was found by a fisherman three days later. His 
mother, Mamie Till Bradley, had his body shipped north for the funeral,
and then made the courageous decision to keep the casket open during the
funeral so that the world could see what white racists had done to her son.
Bryant and Milam were acquitted by an all-white male jury and later con-
fessed to the killing, for which they were never punished. The entire grue-
some episode was a catalyst for the civil rights movement.

Brooks’ own son was fourteen at the time, and, like everyone else, she 
saw the photographs of Emmett Till’s mangled body with his devastated

-
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mother standing beside him. She was frightened and found her own way to
respond even as she placed her work in a lineage of poems about lynching, 
that notorious grotesquerie of American history, which has been so per-
sistent that it has led to a subgenre of outraged elegiac responses by Afri-
can American poets. The tradition of lynching poems probably began 
with Paul Laurence Dunbar’s mock-Romantic ballad “The Haunted Oak” 
(1900), which takes the point of view of the tree where a lynching takes 
place. Early 20th-century poets such as Claude McKay and Leslie Pinckney 
Hill continued the tradition, followed by an imposing array of poets from
the 1920s to the present, including Richard Wright (“Between the World 
and Me”), Robert Hayden (“Gabriel,” “Figure,” “Night, Death, Missis-
sippi”), and Lucille Clifton (“jasper   texas   1998”). Over the course of his 
life, Langston Hughes wrote nearly three dozen lyrics that speak and sing 
against the violence of lynching. Brooks’ poem stands out because of its 
angle of approach, the way it wields a female perspective and takes a side-
ways cut at a sickening barbarism and racist spectacle.

To begin with the long, narrative title—“A Bronzeville Mother Loiters 
in Mississippi. Meanwhile, a Mississippi Woman Burns Bacon”—which cre-
ates a parallel situation and consists of two equally balanced full sentences.
It takes place in the present tense. The first woman is an unnamed stand-
in for Mamie Till Bradley, though her identity overlaps with the poet, who
is also a mother from r Bronzeville. The second person, who is also a mother, is 
instead only identified as a woman from Mississippi. The mother loiters over 
her dead son’s casket, she loiters after the trial, which she attended, and she 
loiters in the mind of the Mississippi woman preparing breakfast for her fam-
ily. It’s not a stretch to say that the word loiters is shadowed by the memory 
of loitering or Vagrancy Laws, which were used to target African Ameri-
cans in the Jim Crow era. Meanwhile, the Mississippi woman, an unnamed
stand-in for Carolyn Bryant, is so unnerved that she burns bacon. The burn-
ing food immediately suggests that something is going awry. The poem
takes place in what was then a female domain, it has the politics of the
kitchen. Over the course of the poem, we don’t ever hear from the grief-
stricken Bronzeville mother, and yet she always seems nearby, a painful 
shadow presence.

“A Bronzeville Mother” is written in a tight third-person center of con-
sciousness. Brooks leaps across the racial divide to imagine the conscious-
ness of Carolyn Bryant, an ignorant local beauty who started the horrifying 
chain of events. This decision reminds me of Robert Hayden’s determi-
nation in “Middle Passage” to narrate most of his poem from the point of 
view of the white slavers, which indicates how history is always narrated 
from the point of view of its adjudicators, its victors and not its victims. 
Emmett Till was unquestionably a victim, but what sort of a victor was 
Carolyn Bryant?

As a poet, Brooks was always conscientious about her medium. No mat-
ter what her subject matter, her poems are also in dialogue with the enter-
prise of poetry. Here, she creates a sort of meta-ballad or anti-ballad. I
recall a radio interview where she told Studs Terkel that she loved the ballad

form, but when he connected “A Bronzeville Mother” to the British popu-
lar ballad “Sir Patrick Spence,” she demurred and said, “Well, the events in
this poem are a little sturdier, I believe, that those in that heartfelt ballad.”
The word sturdier is a gentle way to say that the underlying events are morer
horrifically real than the fictive scene in “Sir Patrick Spence.” That’s why
this written lyric demanded an alternative narrative strategy, something that
hadn’t been scoured by oral tradition. As a result, “A Bronzeville Mother”
is structured in irregular stanzas, which operate as verse paragraphs, and not 
in quatrains, like other ballads. And yet it opens abruptly, focuses on a cru-
cial episode, and moves toward a tragic conclusion.

From the beginning, Brooks portrays Bryant as someone trying to 
understand her own romantic tale, as if she’s a figure in a story-poem. She’s
unnerved and inarticulate. The word it, which somehow summarizes her 
experience, is vague and encompassing. There’s a strong enjambment at the 
end of the first line, and the poet hits hard on the word Ballad. She follows
this up with a double declamation: It had the beat; It had the blood. There is 
a drumbeat of repeated sounds, too, both at the beginning of words (“Bal-
lad,” “beat,” and “blood”) and at the end of them (“Ballad,” “had,” “had,” 
and “blood”). The middle l’s connect ballad and d blood.

From the first it had been like a

Ballad. It had the beat inevitable. It had the blood.

A wildness cut up, and tied in little bunches,

Like the four-line stanzas of the ballads she had never quite

Understood—the ballads they had set her to, in school.

Brooks understood ballads—the word is repeated three times for empha-
sis—as narrative songs, and she recognized how the literary ballad echoed 
the primordial spirit of the traditional folk form. By my count, she wrote
eight titled ballads and some forty other poems shadowed by the ballad for-
mat. Whereas epics were heroic songs sung by men, ballads were often sung 
by women and therefore told different kinds of stories. Beginning with
Lucy Terry’s poem “Bars Fight” (1746), which was transmitted orally for 
more than a century, ballads also have their own distinctive lineage in Afri-
can American poetry, where they have often been overlaid with blues or 
spirituals. Here, Brooks points to the ballad’s powerful driving music (“the 
beat inevitable”), violent subject matter (“the blood”), and compacted wild-
ness (“the four-line stanzas”). At the end of the first stanza, she catches her-
self and acknowledges that ballad-knowledge was beyond Bryant. She 
presses down on the word Understood—and then immediately links it to the 
ballads, which the unsophisticated link to school learning.

Bryant was notoriously silent during the media coverage of the murder 
and trial, and here Brooks gives her a voice, an interior monologue. The 
white woman imagines herself as a figure of purity, a character in a fairy 
tale, who is pursued by one allegorical figure, “the Dark Villain,” and res-
cued by another, “the Fine Prince.” But the fantasy starts to unravel in 
the third stanza, “Her bacon burned.” It picks up again in the middle of a 
thought—“. . . But there was something about the matter of the Dark Vil-
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lain”—and then comes crashing down again by something much more ter-
rible than a story littered with dead knights and noble princesses.

The fun was disturbed, then all but nullified

When the Dark Villain was a blackish child

Of Fourteen, with eyes still too young to be dirty,

And a mouth too young to have lost every reminder

Of its infant softness.

That boy must have been surprised! For

These were grown-ups. Grown-ups were supposed to be wise.

Brooks enacts the dawning consciousness of a woman slowly realiz-
ing something terrible about her husband and herself. The fairy tale of the 
Prince rushing to protect her maidenhood becomes impossible to sustain. 
I’m interested in the language here. There are moments when Brooks uses 
phrases that seem to be beyond Bryant’s capability, such as “all but nulli-
fied,” even as she strains to understand her viewpoint. Brooks takes the dic-
tion down a notch when Bryant refers to the Dark Villain as “a blackish
child.” So, too, the poet underpins Bryant’s language with Emmett Till’s
devastating surprise that “These were grown-ups.” Far from being wise, 
these grown-ups are shockingly cruel. Brooks then carefully separates the
two viewpoints, “Perhaps the boy had never guessed/  That the trouble with 
grown-ups was that under the magnificent shell of adulthood, just under, / 
Waited the baby full of tantrums.”

This is a poet’s way of telling a story or implying one. It isn’t until late
in the sixth stanza that we realize that the poem is taking place on the first 
morning after the trial and acquittal. This is one reason it’s so difficult for 
Bryant to think straight (“The breaks were everywhere”). Brooks filters
the action, such as it is, through Bryant’s mind as we see her rush to clean 
up the babies, to make herself pretty, to seem worthy for her husband. But 
the reality keeps hitting this Mississippi woman that her husband has mur-
dered a child on her behalf (“The sudden, overwhelming little-boyness in
that barn”).

As readers, we register the experience from a refracted point of view as 
the husband sits down to breakfast with his newspaper (“More madden-
ing headlines. / With their pepper-words, ‘bestiality,’ and ‘barbarism,’ and/  
‘Shocking’”). There are a few stanzas in the middle where Brooks shifts
viewpoints to take in Roy Bryant’s perspective, and the language shifts,
too, moving closer to the racist way that he speaks and feels. As the poem 
progresses, the very capitalization of the male pronoun becomes increas-
ingly upsetting. Hence, “What HE’d like to do, HE explained, was kill 
them all.” For the first time within the poem, the Bronzeville mother is ref-ff
erenced, but through his nasty, unrepentant point of view:

Still, it had been fun to show those intruders

A thing or two. To show that snappy-eyed mother,

That sassy, Northern, brown-black—

The incomplete thought breaks off and Bryant references his home state of 
Mississippi.

The historical backdrop is significant. In 1954, the Supreme Court 
decided the landmark civil rights case, Brown v. Board of Education, and ruled 
that the segregation of public schools was a violation of the 14th amend-
ment and therefore unconstitutional. The white supremacist backlash in 
Mississippi was intense. Hence Bryant’s certainty. Now Brooks’ diction has 
migrated fully to his way of speaking:

Nothing could stop Mississippi.

HE knew that. Big fella

Knew that.

And, what was so good, Mississippi knew that.

They could send in their petitions, and scar

Their newspapers with bleeding headlines. Their governors

Could appeal to Washington . . .

Everything within this poem happens inside the house, the domestic
interior. There’s a family sitting around the kitchen table (the babies fight-
ing, the father slapping one of them). All along this locale has been steeped 
in blood, but now Carolyn Bryant starts to understand it. When her hus-
band smacks her child, “She could think only of blood.” A cinematographer 
could film the scene: how she goes to the window, and her husband follows. 
He puts his hands on her shoulders, the children are whimpering, and she 
realizes she can’t protect them. The next image is surreal:

She tried, but could not resist the idea

That a red ooze was seeping, spreading darkly, thickly, slowly,

Over her white shoulders, her own shoulders,

And over all of Earth and Mars.

Here, too, we feel the guiding consciousness of the poet who compares Roy 
Bryant to Mars, the god of war.

The references have been accumulating. Roy Bryant whispers something 
in his wife’s ear, “something about love and night and intention.” But now 
the fairy-tale ballad of the “Fine Prince” and the “maid-mild” disappears,
and when he kisses her, as always happens in a story, she sees and feels only
blood, “His mouth, wet and red, /So very, very, very red, /Closed over 
hers.” This leads her to a sudden, inescapable feeling of revulsion:

Then a sickness heaved within her. The courtroom Coca-Cola,

The courtroom beer and hate and sweat and drone,

Pushed like a wall against her. She wanted to bear it.

But his mouth would not go away and neither would the

Decapitated exclamation points in that Other Woman’s eyes.

She did not scream.

She stood there.

But a hatred for him burst into glorious flower,

And its perfume enclasped them—big,

Bigger than all magnolias.

Here, the violent kiss propels her back into the courtroom as a kind of 
physical memory. She feels the sickening details. The specifics intermingle,
hate situates itself between beer and sweat, and the boring drone of the law-
yers becomes the soundtrack of her disgust. She can no longer escape the 
Bronzeville mother’s terrible loss, which Brooks summarizes with an aston-
ishing writerly image of “the decapitated exclamation points in that Other 
Woman’s eyes.” Bryant does not call out in protest, she does not “scream” 
in rage, but a hatred wells up in her that will never be extinguished, some-
thing more southern than the ever-present smell of magnolias. It took her 
all this while to recognize that her husband’s actions were not chivalrous,
but cruel and dastardly.

The final three-line stanza is a coda. It’s hard to imagine anyone but 
Brooks herself ending the story with this hard series of punches, a triple
combination, this succession of increasingly clipped phrasing and shortening 
fragments.

The last bleak news of the ballad.

The rest of the rugged music.

The last quatrain.

There is a complex of sound and formulation here. The repetition of the
letters b and l threads the word l bleak to the word ballad, the repetition of r
connects “the rest” to “the rugged.” There is a syntactic parallel, which is 
reinforced by the lineation, in “of the ballad” and “of the rugged music.” There 
is no full sentence. It’s intentionally jarring to refer to these three fragments, 
a triplet, as a quatrain. This is the conclusive end of the woman’s story. The
poem begins with a reference to itself as a ballad and so it ends with one,
too. But the romantic fairy tale that has overlaid the ballad has fallen away, 
and we’re left with the exposure of a white supremacist notion of chivalry, 
violence and murder. This take on the ballad, Brooks’ furious rewriting of 
the ballad convention, is a rugged form of poetry.

Gwendolyn Brooks’ technique, a “cut-up” of form and narrative, is akin 
to Modern art and the metonymic style of social commentary in contem-
porary art. She breaks the narrative, the allegory, and the form, and yet the 
breakage, the overall assemblage, creates a power beyond the plain telling,
the full illustration, the completed mythological comparison. When I first 
read “A Bronzeville Mother Loiters in Mississippi. Meanwhile, a Mississippi
Woman Burns Bacon,” I thought that Brooks showed a remarkable, almost
troubling sympathy for Carolyn Bryant. She granted her an interiority 
I’ve never believed that Bryant deserved. Later, when I started to teach the 
poem, I changed my mind and decided that it’s an indictment of southern 
patriarchy, a piercing condemnation of a wife’s complicity in her husband’s
gruesome crime. It exposed the dangerous politics of romantic fallacies,
romance ballads. But now, when I return to the poem after all these years, 
I feel that both interpretations are simultaneously true, that Brooks shows
sympathy for Carolyn Bryant even as she condemns her. So, too, it’s an 
anti-ballad that is also a ballad, a ballad by other means. The magic of “A
Bronzeville Mother Loiters in Mississippi. Meanwhile, a Mississippi Woman
Burns Bacon” is also the magic of Brooks’ practice. She could write poems
that are both empathic and excoriating at the same time.

Edward Hirsch’s most recent poetry collection is Stranger by Night (Knopf, 2020). His new 
prose book is 100 Poems to Break Your Heart (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2021).
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Only Thirteen Blimps Remain on Earth
for Lillian Matchett

Blimps are the manatees of the sky:

slow, fat, docile.

A group of blimps

is called a fantasy.

A wild blimp can travel

two hundred miles a day

with help from kind winds.

Only thirteen blimps remain

on Earth. Surviving blimps

live alone, in captivity.

Blimps seem unafraid of human contact.

Blimps appear in the sky any time of year.

A blimp’s largest organ is its one sac lung.

A fantasy of blimps will never again

gather in our sky. The moon

is thought to be jealous of their spectacle.

Blimps are not permitted to mate

with other blimps; they live

a monastic life.

Humans and time are the blimp’s only predators.

When a blimp dies, remaining blimps

sense this loss and they, for a short time,

refuse the sky.

We cannot be sure if blimps

believe in heaven.

Los Angeles Is Often on Fire
Los Angeles is often on fire.

Cars dress themselves in ash;

the sun glowers through a smoke scrim.

I breathe Los Angeles into me.

Cars dress themselves in ash

in lieu of snow that never falls.

I breathe Los Angeles into me

and the seeds take root.

In lieu of snow that never falls,

my dreams spit off embers

and the seeds take root

where they land.

My dreams spit off embers

burning up

where they land.

Fire is an unbirth

burning up

anything it licks.

Fire is an unbirth

returning the city to dust.

Anything it licks

Glowers through a smoke scrim,

returning the city to dust.

Los Angeles is often on fire.

Charles Jensen is the author of the poetry collection Nanopedia and six chapbooks of poems.
His third collection, Instructions Between Takeoff and Landing, will be published in
March 2022.
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We dream of the great American poem.

We lie in the hammock and dream of the great American poem.

We cut grass & cheese and dream of the great American poem.

We shower and sing songs from the radio, but,

toweling off, we dream of the great American poem.

We memorize poems, but when we say them back,

what shadows them but our dream

of the great American poem?

We drop our kids off at school and go to our Black

Writers’ workshop, for all of us, all

of us, dream of the great American poem.

At parties we dream of the great American poem (no,

at parties we dream of men and women);

At the office we dream of the great American poem (no,

at the office we dream of men and women);

On long Sunday night drives back from the rest

home, we dream of the great American poem (no,

on long Sunday night drives back from the rest

home, we dream of men and women);

When we see a face that slips along an arm and stares,

we dream of the great American poem (no, when we see

a face that slips along an arm and stares,

we dream of men and women).

As begun by Jim Cummins, June 9, 2013 . . .

. . . and now continued by David Lehman, October 28, 2013

Everyone dreams he is the one or she is the one, the one in a hundred

million, who was born to write the great American poem.

Everyone wants to write it, no one wants to read it:

Like a bill before it becomes an act:

If everyone alive is living the great American poem, it is because the great

American poem doesn’t yet exist. In this way it is exactly like

America itself.

The great American poem is a novel about World War II (no, it is a 

football game), in which the important general (no, the idealistic

quarterback) confronts the redneck sergeant (no, the wide receiver),

and a black private feels guilty because his one white friend has

been killed by the Japanese even though this can’t have happened

because the army was still segregated in World War II (no, in

Vietnam, where everyone was high).

And then the men came home.

Will you read it alone at night in bed with the lamp hanging low? Will you 

let me whisper it in your ear? Sing it to you while you sleep? Woo

you with the great American poem while you lie with your back 

against a catalpa tree and let the sun enter the pores of your body?

. . . and now continued by Denise Duhamel, November 23, 2013

More than once I have written the great American poem,

but it was always while I was dreaming. It was usually a sonnet

and the final exquisite couplet woke me with a jolt—

why had no one thought to rhyme these two end words before?

But as I rubbed my eyes and reached for the pen on my night table,

the lines flew back into the dream part of my brain

and I could remember nothing, not even the sonnet’s title.

I also once wrote the murder mystery, chapter

by chapter, night after night, while sleeping.

Now I remember none of it, except that I was using a typewriter

and the bell kept ringing, and my fingers weren’t quite my own.

Maybe the poet yet to write the great American poem

was born just yesterday, fifty years after the death of JFK

and Aldous Huxley and CS Lewis. The great American poem

will be overshadowed by the great American pop song,

just like JFK’s death overshadowed those of Huxley and Lewis.

It’s OK. There will be some of us around to recognize

the great American poem before it is turned into

a mediocre American movie. Someone said after “womb”

and “tomb,” there can be no better end rhymes in English.

Except for the two I dreamed and can’t remember.

So the great American poem will be in free verse.

. . . now continued by Maureen Seaton, November 26, 2013

The great American poem will be written by Mr. Lou Reed

at a woeful moment in American history when America

needs a poem to recoup from its not so great, perhaps

considerably less than great, dumb-fuck war going on, going

on. And Reed—who will credit a famous post- and pre-war

tale with the same name as, but different characters from,

his great American poem (I have not dreamed this, I swear,

yet it is true), indeed, there will even be a film and, someday,

those who dream they will write the great American poem

in which three Thunderthighs, Karen, Dari, and Casey, sing

(though I promise I will not sing for you, ever, America)—I

and now Lou Reed is dead. And our colored girls and trans

guys and James Deans and our sugar plum fairy folks up

from F.L.A., and our speeders and crashers and mostly our

dreamers, hardwired with that buckwild we were born into

(this is not a dream, but it could be, it could very well be), say:

  Doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo

  Doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo

DREAMING OF THE
GREAT AMERICAN POEM
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  Doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo

  Doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo

Doo.

. . . and continued by Jaswinder Bolina, February 4, 2014

Aren’t the rigors of traffic ample? Isn’t child-rearing

and the management of income over expenditure enough?

Aren’t your anthologies already saturated? Why dream

of greatness when a Sunday in the conjugal visit trailer

is greater? Can you fathom a love more substantial,

an epic more American than the one in the yard

of the penitentiary nestled between soybean fields?

You think there’s a poetry for that? Verily, you wager,

there must be! For that and for a great many other things

of that nature. For the coyote ferrying his human cargo

in tunnels to Albuquerque. For the collateral dead

and the imams incarcerated in Cuba. For the hulls

of slave ships salted from within and without.

You think you’ll write your poem in melanin.

You’ll write it in Spanglish. You think you’ll compose it

in Normandy on a yellow legal pad with the tip

of a French fry dipped in a milkshake. You’ll type it

in Times New Roman breaking cheeky with times,

new, and Roman. You’ll call it “Hip Hop Sweatshop”

or “Of the Different Progress of Opulence in Different Nations”

or “John 3:14,” but your secret desire is to call it “Lying

in a Hammock at William Duffy’s Farm in Pine Island,

Minnesota, part 2.” You’ve wasted your life,

it’ll tell us. It’ll tell us more than we know, more

than itself even, it is even in prose and so much more,

you’ll forgive us our incomprehension, but you think, No!

They’ll understand it blooming there like a green light

at Daytona, like a ball cracked into the bleachers.

It’ll be stiffer than bourbon, you think. It’ll stand

like a monument, one of the granite, complicated ones

on the national mall at once lauding and mournful,

and it won’t be underwritten by K Street. It won’t be

market tested by Leo Burnett in Chicago or brought to you

by Monsanto. It’ll say Bert is to Goldman as Sachs

is to Ernie, lampooning the day traders, throttling

the moneychangers, it’ll impeach all of congress,

liberate the ghetto, restore the displaced to their lands,

and in the clarity of its aftermath, you think, we’ll call

for you, poet. We’ll call on you to ride from your garret

on your bull with your flower. Come see what you’ve won.

But wait first for our signal. If it resembles indifference,

don’t misunderstand us. We’re tired and poor, huddled

and dreaming. Of you. No one else. Not our lovers.

Not our daughters. Not the bill collectors or bankers

come foreclosing. Not our mothers. Not even

the government knows this dream.

. . . and continued by Evie Shockley, June 22, 2014

the great american poem will unreel

backwards, towers detaching their

glass and metal components and dealing

themselves out to crane operators like

playing cards. suburbs will curl up

again in the wombs of cities, factories

will vacuum the skies and filter the rivers

before sinking into the wetlands

from whence they came, and the entire

carpet of westward migration will

roll itself up towards the atlantic

ocean, propping up trees and shaking out

meadows as it goes. some folks will first

peel off to the south along the way.

a number will head east via the pacific.

rumors will spread of lost nations

found. a few hundred brave souls will

sweep their tracks from the shore as they

back onto the last boats. some will

board with acorns and tobacco seeds

tucked into their abundant hair, parting

gifts from the thankful send-off committee.

the great american poem will not undo

five hundred-plus years of doing

wrong, will not make everything right,

will not save anyone lost, or re-cover

what should never have been dis-

covered in the first place :: it can only

remember and guide us in wizarding

wondrous new tracks into some still-

possible future. translate it into five

thousand languages. memorize, recite

it, passionately and often. call it neither

great nor t american, but only poem,

written and shared by people struggling

towards life’s best miracles everywhere.

. . . and continued by D. A. Powell, September 15, 2014

Why need it be one America or one poem? One pod

of okra, yes, but many seeds. No need to say okras,

the plural is written into its unbursting velvet skin.

When you’ve picked a whole row in the baking sun

your fingers pricked to bleeding, forehead stung,

you’ll never again be able to count as low as one.

The singular contains the unkempt graves of lovers,

the galley ghosts and planters gone down into roots

of locust trees. The poplars where the children swung

and such tunes as they had in their heads might linger

somewhere in a recollection box, jotted in an idle hand,

a line, a phrase, a half-remembered tune an elder sung.

The great American poem isn’t done. Nor is it one.

Nothing in America is a poem, or, if it is, it’s extra-

curricularly so. The incompleteness is the poem.

At night, we head for home, singing the wind out

of our bodies still bent to task, still shaped by work

we’ve done.

          Nobody tells us when it’s dark,

we know it in the way cicadas hum. Measure

learned from the orbit of the moon and changes

in the relative position of the stars—

. . . and continued by Ye Chun, December 15, 2014

In springtime, we come to sit under a blooming magnolia

                                                           to be part of its beauty

We ask how to live in this sun that warms us

                                  lovingly with one another

                                  and with our garden of shadows

We dream of our grandparents bending low over the yellow earth

of our grandchildren running free on green grass

We look into each other’s eyes
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                                        suspended in a bouquet of light

                                        their glittering nectar

. . . and continued by Paul B. Roth, January 1, 2015

. . . and this light we pursue to its end points to one more light after another 

until eventually peering through the end of what we believe is its final light 

we’re suddenly able to not only see but decipher a black language scribbled 

across a red-legged spider’s body that’s as bright as the yellow-green stain 

a shredded hickory nut leaves on our hands even though it’s just as hard a 

code to break as the one a sailboat’s slack halyard incessantly clangs against 

its mast or the many ways a bee bobs back and forth on a bent stalk of 

flowering coleus right in front of us this very afternoon around the same 

time we’re falling deeper in love with the random shadows so many unseen 

red bellied woodpecker, white breasted nuthatch, black capped chickadee 

and slate grey junco wings keep fluttering through the warmth of this sunlit 

American forest.

. . . and continued by Alan Britt, January 11, 2015

As the light gets passed hand to hand, so the great American poem, passed

pen to pen, ripples like a Sunday collection basket resembling a coconut’s

rough testicle bobbing cloudy opal Atlantic waves . . .  which is where

poems come from, which is where everything comes from, we’re told,

where Whitman on all fours crawled from primordial ooze onto the banks

of the Hudson, the Ohio, Mississippi, Rio Grande, Colorado, & Potomac,

his gills feathered like baleen plates filtering everything from prairies &

mountains to the “perfume from Florida” & belt-driven Manhattan Island

itself as he honored Emerson’s call to duty to write what he sees, not what

he’s told to see.

                        But America is the world, so when Poe inspired Baudelaire

& Mallarmé, who in turn inspired Apollinaire to say compose your sponta-

neous life, he was talking not only to Breton & Éluard, but also to Lorca &

Neruda, who in turn would talk to Ginsberg, Levertov, plus that man dazing

in a hammock detailing dragonflies & dreaming of the great American poem

that’s being written over & over & over again.

. . . and continued by Judy Ray, April 3, 2020

The dream may hibernate in harsh cold

days of reality far beyond a TV show,

stay hidden from view like a desert tortoise,

and slow its rhythm.

        And then the dream

may even estivate through more seasons

of drought so deep and heat so intense

that secrets of the water-holding frog are sought.

When this dream poem awakens from itself,

though it has been fermenting all along,

it doesn’t recognize the American scene

it is to reflect, streets so quiet, people so distant,

white igloo tents clustered around hospital doors,

bravery and bravado, fear and fearlessness.

Poets send out their messages in threads

to be woven into quilts of comfort and hope.

. . . and continued by Ingrid Wendt, August 18, 2020

And when the dream of the Great American Poem has had

even more time to reflect, it finds itself

  a Rip Van Winkle in a land of changing poetics,

where greatness is mattering less than being of use

A land where each word uttered by multitudes is the very

breath someone hungers for: the delicate

  tendrils of connections that still

exist among us, that bind us, despite or maybe because of

The axe of rugged self-determination wreaking havoc in all quarters,

despite the rapidly-rising curves

  of inequity and fear and a knowing

that not one soul is immune.

Poems, in this changing land, stand on the front lines of anguish.

Side by side, well-shielded, essential

  workers of the spirit, they keep alive

the muscle and sinew and fragile tissues of love

That hold each of us steady, even after our beloveds

are gone to ash, even

  when everything else

we’ve taken for granted is now in question.

Poems whose business is to sing reminders of trees too big

to put our arms around, when each day

  was full of forever, poems who march

side by side with poems whose business is

To call out injustice. To remember the lost and forgotten,

those with the wrong color skin murdered by those

  whose hearts have gone missing

in action. To ask why hearts go missing like that and when

And how to stop the pattern from repeating. Poems learning

to tick-check the words they send into the world,

  for the possible, unintentional

harm they could bring. Poems whose living dream

Is of a time when all of America lives simply so that others

simply may live, a people who work for the well-being

  of others, stand tall, take a knee, work

to keep our beautiful, sacred world from shattering

. . . and now, by Alicia Ostriker, September 13, 2020

Percy Bysshe Shelley says we are all writing one great unfinished poem

Unacknowledged legislators that we are

And full of ourselves like Walt

Full of the great American poem

All of us wanting to be somehow great

Although in truth we are inescapably small

Wanting our country to be great

The great American poem is full of reality multiplied

Outstanding wit and generosity and rage

(Look at all the amazing poems before this!)

Junk and tenderness

So far so good

So beautiful

The richest

The most free

And we know that American greatness

Has come at a high cost

To the rest of the world

We have scythed the lowly

Check your watches

Is it time for us to hand the “greatness” concept

Back to the Chinese who perhaps invented it

Last time I was in Beijing half the billboards

Advertised something using the character for “great” or “big”

We’ve had our turn

Let the great American poem

Sit down

Let every pop song, every gospel hallelujah, every hiphop snarl every country

And western jingle, every conjunto lament every advertisement

All kinds of technospeak, all kinds of legal masking

Medical jargon designed to let you know you know nothing

Let the entire digital universe of patterned language
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Let it all come in, let it all dance

into the unfinished American poem

. . . and now, and then, by Eleanor Wilner, November 6, 2020

It was morning, and it was again morning,

and what was that dream? “Thine alabaster

cities shine, undimmed by human tears . . .”

the white city without pity, hurting the eye

when the sun catches the calcite, all

that blinding white:

                           look away—

dry-eyed, lacrimae rerum, too deep

for even grief to reach:

it is morning on the northwest coast, and Raven

has had a bad night . . .  he had tried all his changes,

bear, otter, trout, even one human cousin—

an old Haida storyteller who was easy

to enter, though a little hard to leave . . .

but now he was out of shapes, sitting on a chunk

of driftwood, out of tricks, a bit morose,

                                                      when he heard

the sound of helicopters overhead—more trouble

for the birds, more blood on the concrete

the strangers had poured, after they had come

like locusts, stripping the land and the hills bare,

after they had covered the earth

so it could no longer drink the rain; after they had

(and here, his mind went blank at what they had

done to each other) . . .  these humans, kin

to those he had first found

in a clam shell, cowering there, afraid, naked

as they were—no feathers, no fur, and for once

he felt pity, which was not something Raven often

felt, for he was meant to mock and twist the world’s

tail, and keep things changing. But he had felt such

sorrow at the sight of these naked beings, hanging

back in that shell, shivering in the damp darkness

but afraid to come out, afraid of all the light

out there, and the surf crashing nearby, and

the ever-changing moon; he saw it

in their large, startled eyes—fear, and fore-

knowledge, something Raven himself was spared.

But his heart was moved, and he lifted the lid,

moved by their fright, he called them forth;

as they dried in the sun, he saw how they envied

its heat, and he saw his error—pity had, for a moment,

softened his beak. And soon he heard the rumble

of engines, of distant sounds for which he had

no name, and he understood, as he had not before,

how their fear had used his pity, how dread

had warped the design. And he saw how these

creatures were craven, as he watched them

poison the sunlight, the rivers; build walls, murder

the forests and each other, until there was nowhere

left to be—the beach flooded, and only the fire-scorched,

smoke-filled air to fly in. But Raven did not despair.

Because only one who fears the future

needs hope to go on with, and only the loss

of hope can breed despair.

So it was that Raven, restless as ever,

walked in his rocking raven way

up and down the beach, and when he came to

an enormous clam shell that was partly open

and from which many terrified eyes stared,

without more thought, with his huge beak

he pressed the lid shut. And then he spread his

wide black wings, and with one long cawing cry,

he lifted into the blue enormity of sky,

into that huge light he had stolen from the old man

who kept it in a box within a box from fear

of what he might see—that light was what was left

and it was everywhere

as he flew, to who knows where,

growing smaller and smaller as he went,

until he was hardly a speck in the eye

of Time, the last observer of a long story

without an end, because

it was morning, and it is again morning . . .

sunrise like the lid on a clam shell lifting,

a little head peers out and sniffs the air

and calls, c’mon, y’all, the coast is clear!

The origin of this sequence, as told by Eleanor Wilner: “Jim Cummins initiated this 

poetry chain in 2013, and when he sent it as a challenge to David Lehman, it was with 

the agreement that they would keep it going, and each poet would choose the next one; 

in Jim’s words: ‘the last one in sends it on, agreed?’  And so it was done.”

Bill Reid, Haida Artist
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Influence
At the top of my game

I was paid modestly

to place riddles

about ruination

in the pages

of the glossies

read by thousands,

perhaps hundreds—

to be a twee ghost

some might say—

while suicidal influencers

“blew up”

in the neighborhoods.

Cheating
1

I want to give you the questions in advance.

This will seem silly, but listen.

There isn’t much time.

Everything depends on it.

What is the same?

What is different?

This may be extra hard

for twins.

Which is larger?

Which is more important?

What does the cat in the picture

know?

Is he sad because the frog is gone?

2

As you go on, the questions

will become more challenging.

Do you really love the same

inflatable black cat?

Why that one?

Who loved it first?

Terms of Service
1

The bottom of the ocean

has little to do

with what we mean

by depth:

tangles of explication;

invisible gear

to haul up

synonyms

for what’s missing

2

Involuted coastlines

in the supply chain.

Self-assembly

is a hot topic.

A wooden clock

with a bird in it.

Robots that make

personal assistants.

Strange attractors

can explain all day

Two Things
1

Babies love things.

If they didn’t, they

would never learn

to crawl.

2

I was lost, but

now I find

myself thinking,

“Disappointing seagull.”

FOUR POEMS
RAE ARMANTROUT

Rae Armantrout received the 2010 Pulitzer Prize in poetry for her collection Versed. Her newest book is Conjure
(Wesleyan, 2020).
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If This Is the Age We End Discovery
by Rosebud Ben-Oni
Alice James Books, 2020
100 pp., $17.95

There are realms beyond our own. Rosebud Ben-
Oni has seen them. There are few other explana-
tions for the timeliness and clarity that exemplify 
her second collection, If This Is the Age We End
Discovery (Alice James Books). Reader, I won’t lie, 
you will need to approach this book with your 
complete attention. This text is a cocoon of spec-
tral realms, string theory, and lost souls. Take a
walk, enjoy a cup of tea, then prepare to plunge
your mind into poems that skillfully weave nihil-
ism with nostalgia.

To be clear, outer space freaks me out. I don’t
like UFO prints or astronaut movies, and even a
Windows default background of Saturn causes me 
to blanch. Yet Ben-Oni’s title and the subatomic 
swirls of her cover art are haunting and called 
me into the collection. Ben-Oni’s titular phrase 
refers to the possibility that, if string theory is to 
be believed, we as humankind will reach a point
wherein knowledge is exhausted, all matter is
defined, and space exploration as we know it will
cease to have a purpose. If This Is the Age expressese
the ethereality of the cosmos as well as a separate
galaxy of trauma, loss, and survival.

You will find neither starry-eyed fawning over 
the solar system nor manic pixie musings here.
Ben-Oni is not in the habit of writing pretty
poems about the moon. Even a cursory study of If
This Is the Age reveals Ben-Oni’s penchant for scie -
entific discourse. The epigraph from particle phys-
icist Harry Cliff alerts us to various “hints that 
we live in a multiverse [the entirety of which] lies
frustratingly beyond our reach . . .” (Ben-Oni i). It 
is this frustration that inhabits the text. Ben-Oni’s
speaker unpacks many of these “hints” while 
remarking upon various sources of ostensibly cos-
mic power that impact us from day to day. In a
deliberate tangle, she swivels between forms rang-
ing from tidy couplets to modernist styles with 
handfuls of words dotting the page like magnets 
seeking their mate.

In the opening sequence, Ben-Oni performs
a series of dissections. (I picture her long hands
steadying a planet against a cutting board the 
way one might prepare a ripe orange for slic-
ing.) The first and second poems relay remarks
the speaker’s mother and father made about the 
intensity of forces both extraterrestrial and man-
made. In “Poet Wrestling with Her Empire of 
Dust,” the speaker recounts hiding in a public 
bathroom during a blizzard when a frozen bird 
abruptly falls inside. Upon carrying the creature
home:

Aba tears at his clothes & covers

the mirrors. Won’t let me burn

the body. Says even birds died

in the Shoah’s desperate, hungry hands

Days before the bodies were turned

To ash . . .

  (“Poet Wrestling with Her Empire of Dust”)

Here, the darkness is neither imagined nor 
hypothetical. For Ben-Oni, the Holocaust and
all of its atrocities loom in the background of her 
work. Her speaker does not have the privilege of 
excusing herself or looking away from the horror 
recounted to her by her family. In this collection, 
the dead hold a different sort of weight, the kind 
that Jewish American writers have long carried 
across genres and contexts. It is that epigenetic 
inheritance which, in many ways, bears a terrible
and uncanny resemblance to string theory: uni-
verses within universes, trauma within trauma.

Extensive studies of the universe can inspire 
cynicism in even the most dedicated intellectuals. 
Perhaps this is why I find the appearance of Adult 
Swim’s favorite belching scientist not just appro-
priate, but necessary. Ben-Oni’s “Poet Wrestling 
with Rick and Morty but Mostly Rick” adopts the 
eponymous elder’s brusque delivery of assorted 
truisms: It is as though Ben-Oni offers this dis-
senter to assure her readers that she knows how
self-serving scientific exploration (and poetry)
can be:

It’s all about the heart they say—that cross, that shine

to compromise. Either you are the creator or you die

on some pagan holiday. Most everything we get

twisted

(“Poet Wrestling with Rick and Morty

but Mostly Rick”)

Fans of the show will be able to hear those 
lines in Rick’s exasperated rasp. The poem goes
on to examine infinite timelines and reincarna-
tions of things we love. Visually, there is a kind of 
unspooling performed by Ben-Oni that allows the 
dense subject matter to remain digestible. Her use
of white space in this and similar poems allows the 
reader a moment of repose (which is pretty crucial
when contemplating the existence of the multi-
verse). With the final line, “Creation is a spell / of 
double negation,” Ben-Oni calls Rumi to mind;
we must embrace nothingness in order to appreci-
ate somethingness. Like science, poetry is rife with 
contradiction and enigma.

Ben-Oni’s clever tonal shifts keep the book 
dynamic and surprising. Even beloved TV painter 
Bob Ross makes an appearance. I bet you didn’t
see that coming. For all of her existential mus-

ings and epistemological reinscription, Rosebud 
Ben-Oni does not confine herself to a jaded tone
of boredom and hopelessness. Idiosyncratically, 
her speaker illustrates that the universe is full of 
chaotic light and potential. Moments of childlike 
wonder crop up in the text like tiny fish poking 
through a net. In “All Palaces Are Temporary,” a 
child niece calls the speaker with urgent questions 
about precious metals, asteroids, and the meaning 
of life. As I read, this poem dropped me right atop 
Calvin and Hobbes in the well-worn cardboard
box labeled “Transmogrifier” in crayoned scrawl 
that so many of us lovingly remember. Like young 
Calvin, Ben-Oni appreciates that there are many 
ways to study the universe. Lovingly, the speaker 
attends to the inquiries of her niece; the two 
muse about quarks, space weddings, and human 
existence for so long that the speaker misses her 
train. This startlingly spare piece reminds us that 
we, too, were not born with all the answers. In 
both science and poetry, ideas must be revisited, 
hypotheses must be revised.

You know that botched Die Hard quote aboutd
Alexander the Great weeping because he had no 
worlds left to conquer? That sort of sentiment 
can be attributed to one thing: being a basic bitch 
with a lack of vision. Fortunately, Rosebud Ben-
Oni does not suffer from this prevalent affliction. 
Rather, I am certain that she is invested in mas-
saging the fabric of poetry itself to see what new
forms and topics might pour forth from our world
and the next.

Rita Mookerjee is an Assistant Teaching Professor in the Wom-
en’s and Gender Studies Program at Iowa State University.
Her poetry is featured in Juked, Hobart Pulp, New Orleans
Review,w The Offing, and the Baltimore Review. She is the
Assistant Poetry Editor of Split Lip Magazine and a co-founder
of Honey Literary. 
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The Big White American 
Segregation Machine
The moment I realized I was part of the big white American segregation

machine

happened when I was having coffee with Nadia.

We were talking about private education.

She said, I felt exhausted all the time in high school

because I am Black and I went to classes with too many skinny white girls.

I said, Private education sucks.

Then I realized I was a teacher.

Not that I was a teacher.

That I was a teacher in a private school.

I took a sip of my iced tea.

Nadia took a sip of her coffee

and I got bummed out.

I think she was already bummed out.

The clouds had started to disappear and the rainbow-colored painted 

picnic table

where we sat was still wet from last night’s rain.

She nodded when I said, I am part of the problem.

I didn’t think I was always part of the problem.

I went to public school.

I taught in public school.

I hung out in public school playgrounds and faculty rooms and took naps on 

shitty rugs

in hallways with no doorways and copy machines

with no copying

and no paper

and plenty of broken paper clips.

I did that my whole life and then I came to live here.

But I don’t think it matters where you live

except if you live in New York.

Nadia is moving to NY

because NY is a thing

even when everyone is wearing masks and Broadway is shut down.

It’s a thing not because there are a thousand different colored faces

and religions and cultures.

It’s a thing because you can see a dahlia on a street corner

talking to a mailman who has four thumbs filled with graffitied subway cars

and each one of those thumbs is a different planet called Saturn

telling the other one to fuck off

in the most loving of street corner ways.

I mean NY is a thing of surreal street corner ways

and so you have no choice

but to see everyone and everything like you have no choice

to go to the bathroom in the morning or

drink some water when you get thirsty.

I wondered if Nadia was moving to NY to be part of that

so I said, Are you moving to NY to be part of that?

And she said, I don’t want to live in any more bubbles

filled with wealthy white people.

Or, something like that.

We hear what we want to hear to make sense of our own fucked up failings.

Like being part of the big white American segregation machine.

Ah, fuck, I said,

because the wet picnic table was making my pants wet

and I don’t like being a private school teacher

even though there is a copy machine that makes copies

and they give you asparagus and steak for lunch.

Everyone should have that.

If everyone had that

I would be less bummed out.

Then Nadia and I said goodbye.

She was off to Avenue B to be out of a bubble

and I was off to my house to be with my kids.

When I got in the car, my pants wet from the rainbow picnic table,

I thought that maybe I would not go home.

That I would go to my school and quit my job and maybe that would be 

something.

Instead, I drove to the hardware store and bought some neon Krylon 

spray paint

and graffitied hearts and flowers on my thumbs

because I am still—

and will always be—

the most sentimental guy on the playground.

The End of Intimacy
When I saw S. at White Crest Beach I said, “What’s up?”

She said, “We can’t hug.”

The last time we ran into one another

we held on for half an hour

before the traffic got really bad. She smelled like turquoise.

I smelled of barbershop.

At White Crest Beach the sand was stuck between our toes.

Earlier in the day

50 dolphins were stranded on Wellfleet Beach.

Some of them didn’t make it.

50 volunteers came to help with blankets and water and muscles,

whatever it takes to refloat a large mammal.

When this was happening

I was at the top of White Crest Beach.

The sea went on forever.

S. went on forever. Her husband and son went on forever.

The dolphins, too, even the dead ones.

Later, my daughter and her friend saw one on the beach, washed up, graffitied,

in orange neon paint, “No. 3.”

They said, “She was giving birth when she died.”

They were so close to her they wanted to be midwives.

When I saw S. I wanted to hold her.

You can’t do that anymore with old friends.

When you bump into them on White Crest Beach

you can’t touch their bodies.

But, with the dolphins, you can touch their bodes, even with spray paint.

When they get stranded you can go wrap your arms around them, take off 

your mask,

and whisper, “I got you.”

That’s why we need to grow dorsal fins and jump into the ocean.

This is the end of intimacy

and I am tired of running into people I can’t touch.

Even strangers at the walk-up window at Dunkin’ Donuts.

TWO POEMS
MATTHEW LIPPMAN
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Let me get a black coffee and a handshake.
If we were dolphins we could walk up to the 

Dunkin’ Donuts window
and hold each other tight,
say I got you,
then drop our mocha lattes into the sand
and not give a damn.
We’d have each other.
Even in the dead of winter,
we could hold on.

Matthew Lippman’s collection Mesmerizingly Sadly Beauti-
ful (Four Way Books, 2020) was the recipient of the 2018 Levis 
Prize. He is the author of five other poetry collections.

http://shop.oldcitypublishing.com/womens-review-of-books/
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Bad Daughter
It’s my own mother

I think of when

in the hot car it

hurts me to watch

my painstaking girl

return from the

water ice kiosk

balancing three lemon

ices in a four-hole

tray, plastic spoons

fanned in her fist, wad

of napkins wedged

between the ices,

when a gust makes

the napkins riffle then

gambolling lift off,

like and unlike

ones that went before,

fair girls in festival

dresses dancing

up the street, leaving

her at the curb

in flipflops and sweatshorts

looking through the car window

to see if I’m mad.

Goats at Work
On the farm school slope, goats work at

cropping brush and grubby weeds—

nannies and billies, I think, or wethers—

the castrated ones—I look it up—

maybe pygmies, maybe buff-colored kids,

and glossy brown, I don’t know, black ones

with gray-white patches on their bellies—

all seem satisfied with their job, their rout

of nettles, their nibbles at bark, but still

there’s this one doesn’t eat but turns

his sledgehammer head sideways

(his horns arc back like something tossed)

to look across the long meadow to

the other mountain. If he sees, what does he see?

Foam of fog casually tumbling. Sweet,

sweetly morning. Sees, closer in, sows, teats

hanging, bumptiously flumping. A student farmer,

all redhead, bones and flannel, carries slop

in heavy buckets slung from the yoke of his shoulders,

undoes the gate. I ask, he explains, “those girls

are in heat, and Arthur—our hog—is in there

with them but they should calm down

when I give them food.” Their piglets

like camp kids line up at a separate corral gate,

a few always straggling off, always others joining up.

And between pork and fog, the cattle herd

across grassy deeps shout their free range

grinding glandular gaudy won’t doooo, isn’t newww . . .

Goats at work live work. I turn to climb again

and go. One goat—you’d like him best—

the biggest one—heaves his heavy torso up

standing on two feet to browse above,

head disappearing in leaves. His rump’s

an inch from the electrified fence. He knows exactly

where the hot and ground wires are. But most

keep heads down. Years and years of

bare land ahead, darling, years (in which to breathe).

The Man with the Drone
She runs ahead of me, always fast, bare legs flash

in dusky dark night. Checking my phone I don’t see her for a moment

on the far edge of the promenade stopping to talk to the man

his equipment spread out on the river wall sitting one leg drawn up

so his sandaled foot shoves up and spreads his fat white thigh.

She figured out it’s him making it go.

He buzzes it higher almost than we can see

over the river, skims it bridgewards, brings it down marked by its lights

to the inlet where the swan paddleboats dock, noses it up to the couple

who stop snuggling to frown, seeing it buzzing. My daughter

speaks to him, I see he’s perturbed—if he speaks to a little girl,

preteen, tall in darkness by the river, is he doing wrong?

Looks beyond her, sees me coming, relaxes, and I can hear now,

“yes, just for fun, it’s a lot of fun,” brings it blinking red-white

to rest on the wall. I hear water lapping on the other side,

I lean over to see stiff slimy ropes wet from the river

looped from ring to ring, hardly moving when wake waves hit. Something

in his embarrassment or call it shame, looks to me like my feeling

two weeks before, away from my girl, from my man who doesn’t

come walk with us anymore, my feeling in the shared bathroom in the dorm

where I stayed, one small towel wrapped under my arms, one at my waist,

when I leaned over after my shower for my shampoo, conditioner,

skin rub, soap and razor in the steam and smell of mint and apricot,

when both towels slipped and my breasts fell out, I’m bare-assed besides

for the woman who came in just then, who was staying across the hall

and politely looked away, busily pretending to notice nothing.

That feeling, that night on the river,

that shame in him and me. My daughter keeps asking questions,

innocent as no doubt he has been and remains innocent

(yet something strikes me as wrong, I feel we are terribly

exposed) and now he’s telling us he won the hedgehog

he has plopped into the case, with maudlin eyes looking out

among metal, plastic and wires, up the promenade where the games

and Ferris wheel are, “yes,” he answers, “yes I’m taking

pictures with it,” easing it gently back into the fitted case, putting the hedgehog

between his legs, looking worriedly at me, “just for fun,

I don’t put it up on social media or anything” then slides his sandaled foot

out from under him, staggering a little as he stands and readies to leave

and she leads me through the water-shooter game and goldfish game

and the ring game and then up into the night on the Ferris wheel

FIVE POEMS
DAISY FRIED
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where I can’t see her anymore and I didn’t go with her, afraid of heights,

I stay where I am, I pause, I am always pausing, her car

stays on top of the wheel for a long time, rocking, “hi Mom!”

I couldn’t move, I am often not always able to move.

A Dream Is Called Resignation 
Is Also Human
The water you drank was laced with pollen of trees specific to the area and

altitude: evergreen, hornbeam, evergreen. That’s what they found inside 

you, showing you moved highland ➝ lowland ➝ highland. In highlands you

hunted; in the valley they set upon you (why? you don’t answer), and slashed, 

slashed, you fled pursued and bleeding back up the mountain spewing mists 

and cataracts of blood in the meadow where Glory-of-the-Snow gave way to 

a waste of mosses and lichens, and water was again full of evergreen.

In a dream, snow is warm and I walk shoeless, Ötzi the Alpine Man, to 

meet you. I traveled millennia. Ötzi whose eyes are dark, unresponsive.

Maybe quizzical—my type. I tell you, Ötzi: you were discovered half out

of ice in the high Alps where glaciers shifted, by hikers, people with lung 

capacity, supportive boots and upward determination. Your terracottaed

torso exposed above the permafrost. Cemented in, waist down. The weather 

made removal difficult. Moving close so my breath flutters at your stiffness, I 

whisper: pollen layers in your mummified belly suggest your progress up and

down the mountain in the days before your violent death. My death, your 

blank back.

White birds circle above. Story of a life writ in pollen. Ötzi you paused at 

a cave mouth to build a fire, which the talkers say shows humanity. You 

skewered, barbecued some goat. Did you have to hunt and kill it or did you 

carry it with you stolen, dead or maa-maaing up the scarp? Was that why

they chased you? The talkers don’t know why you stopped, just that you

stopped. And ate, and then were killed.

Resignation is also human.

The goat in your preserved belly reveals the moment of choosing. Maybe: 

Can’t run any longer. I’ll sit, wait for death, and while I wait, some goat.

Hornbeam, evergreen, settled in your tissues. The spear pierced your ribs.

Pitched lime brightness in spring, blue-black in the corners as dusk fell. 

Charred meat taste on your lips. Soot speckled your lungs from many open 

fires. Your fending arm froze across your body.

Or, believing: I’m safe, I’ll eat.

Book 13
When Odysseus finally gets home

he doesn’t know it is his home.

Why does Athena love him so much?

She, disguised as a boy,

boys are always wandering around, swineherd boy,

oysterman boy pottering along the seashore—

a shimmer in the folds of her/his crappy old clothes—

that’s Athena’s “tell” even when shapeshifted to menial youth—

Athena’s like come on man, it’s Ithaca. You know.

And Odysseus? Dissembles, says, oh yeah,

heard of that place. In this

he reminds me of you: always in the know

when not in the know.

Oh yeah, he says, and tells a story of a length

we can no longer in this century tolerate

besides which we’ve heard it all

a few times before

how he killed some guy

who wouldn’t do what he was supposed to do

then acquired the loot

he’s now got piled on the sand alongside what was his sleepy, stretching,

maybe fake-groggy, now waking self.

Bracelets, earbobs, fanciful weaponry,

heaps and heaps of drachmae, drachma from the verb “to grasp,”

its value that of a handful of arrows.

And where should he stow it, he says

to the swineherd, oysterfella, young worker,

not to lose it all again.

And Athena’s: come off it, man of tactics,

her gray eyes gleaming. She really likes him.

Not just in a physical way

though he puts in her

a forceful sense of his masculinity,

cock, balls, strong arms and back

ropey with muscle, mixed in with the notion

he might be a good lover.

He’s a man with a brain and will use it. Rare.

She smiles, fast

flammable contortion of the mouth,

strokes his hand, morphs

into a woman tall, beautiful and skilled

at weaving lovely things.

And he anoints his body with oils

that trickle through the curled hairs on his chest

through other hairs on other parts.

He smooths his moustache. That’s his “tell.”

Why does Athena love him so much?

Why does she stick by him and help him out of dangers

even as his expendable crew

is devoured, broken, broken, devoured again—

My sweet tactician.

And why does she raise the fog that shrouds the shore

so that he is happy so his breath comes faster

so there is a corona of light inside him

he is on the brink of completing his story

though still has many trials to endure,

10 books worth. She hopes.

At least 10 books more.

Daisy Fried’s fourth book, The Year the City Emptied: After Baudelaire, is forthcoming
from Flood Editions in 2022. She is the author of three other books of poetry: Women’s Poetry: 
Poems and Advice, My Brother Is Getting Arrested Again, and She Didn’t Mean to Do 
It, all from the Pitt Poetry Series. The recipient of Guggenheim, Hodder and Pew Fellowships,
she is a poetry critic, poetry editor for the journal Scoundrel Time and a member of the faculty of
the Warren Wilson College MFA Program for Writers. She lives in Philadelphia.
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PRAYER
MAYA C. POPAPP

What runs through me could hardly be called piety.

It’s not patience either, at least not by that name.

The pasture’s dissolution into darkness,

the cow gnawing obediently without notion of infinity

and stars—God, you know all about them.

Those evenings I was sure I’d die, 

you were teaching me to live; I see that now. 

And the gravity of all you did not say 

but left me like a map for the intuiting. 

Slowly, I saw the world for what it was, 

or was it I who grew familiar, that long 

habit of me? These were the pains 

I was granted in this life: my face in cold weather, 

a thrumming near the temples. And because 

these occasionally left me, all secondary anguish,

I modeled on Yours: I swam in perpetual 

end of spring knowing no summer could come of it, 

used the same shears to trim a leaf of poison

and its remedy; I knew enough to know what I was doing.

So often I thought that I was clever, God,

and could see the spirit moving within me

like a school of fish darting under ice.

In the lit-up scan of my left breast, 

bright dashes of calcium the beautiful doctor 

used her needle to guide out of me. 

A metal marker forever near my heart, my mother’s heart, 

her mother’s—we are alive, and now, and still.

I’ll tell you something I’ve never told a God:

all my life, I’ve been ready for a fight, been ready

for suffering. All my allowances came and spent

and all the coffers magically replenished. 

Why galaxies, God? The fit of one palm inside

another? This ache of once—I know, I know.

Not piety: let me earn what I’ve got already.

My only prayer, let this be enough.

Maya C. Popa is the author of American Faith, as well as two chapbooks, You Always 
Wished the Animals Would Leave and The Bees Have Been Canceled (PBS Sum-
mer Choice). She is the recipient of awards from the Poetry Foundation, the Oxford Poetry Soci-
ety, the Hippocrates Society in London, and the Munster Literature Centre in Cork, Ireland,
among others.
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It faces groundhog day

toasts bread while dictating feedback

into phones cradled, between shoulder and ear

fills overflowing mugs, tugs the first grader

out of the tub, spells T-E-N-D-E-R

instead of T-E-N-U-R-E in dreams

frayed like nerves. These, the slender splendors

of life spilling over the daily calendar. Care

stuffs a child still damp into her pants, zooms

into Zooms, zooms between rooms

soon, it thinks, breakfast, maybe?

no, the Chair is in your bedroom. So Care

props up the tropical scene to cover

the laundry piled to the glass ceiling, to patch

the boundary between the student’s bed

and your kitchen, where you are, there

in your third-day sweatshirt, threadbare,

swatting away the puppy and the parrot

and the small people at the iPad. Care

carries the deadline like an infant, swaddles

the apologies as it walks into the meeting late,

again, toddler trailing, pulling us off a screen

where the Dean says: We empathize with the struggle. Care

mops up the insistent drip:

           Please, I just need one minute;

                     Please, I just need one bite;

                               Please, can I, just for one second?

Care cups one ear to muffle

the tween’s violin lessons,

cups another to buffer

the teen’s depression.

Care waits outside the shut door

with a snack.

It watches the sun set into the footnotes

drags the argument across another midnight

of pitch and ink, states:

“Historically, the unaggregated data of the quotidian

            poses a conundrum for theorizing the social.”

Care wakes to dawn cracking

open eggs into unanswered emails: Professor, sorry for the late question but /  /

Mom, I need/Dad, could you/Dear Parents of /We’d love to be able to

see those drafts. Care

opens tabs, opens boxes, opens diapers

closes files, closes closets, closes cases

tosses laundry, tosses balls, tosses projects into bins. Care

admits that even the cuddles interrupt

surviving in a pandemic that masks how care

takes the hours we work

chips boulders into pebbles

makes bows from broken sentences

bricolage from shredded sleep

bandages from another thesis

stripped amidst the 3rd grade recess

taking place in your study. Care

thinks breakfast? at dinner. Care

verbs our hours into shards, when our nearest

kin are on our laps yet farther

than our dreams to write,

to discover, to teach

to parent, to mother, to father

to verb ourselves back together.

This poem’s title is inspired by an article written by my colleague and friend Robin Sil-

bergleid: “A Problem of One’s Own: Single Mothering, Self-Reliance, and Care in the 

Time of the Coronavirus,” published in Journal of Motherhood Initiative for Research and

Community Involvement. The poem’s content owes a debt to ideas exchanged in a par-

enting group which includes my colleagues Zarena Aslami, Tamar Boyadjian, Juliet

Guzzetta, and Robin Silbergleid.

Divya Victor is the author of Curb (Nightboat Books); Kith, a book of verse, prose memoir, lyric
essay and visual objects (Fence Books/Book*hug); Scheingleichheit: Drei Essays (Merve Ver-
lag); Natural Subjects (Trembling Pillow, Winner of the Bob Kaufman Award); Unsub (Insert
Blanc); and Things to Do with Your Mouth (Les Figues).
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Still Wife

It didn’t happen in time

It didn’t happen this time

    Sound like a party

    Old bylaws

A child is approaching

You put the book back on the shelf

There are thousands of children

The book is used for this

More than that

    I didn’t see it coming

    Not the way it had

I had bled a while in a civil way

No crime

Fill it up then empty it

    Sound like they are behind the door

    No, it’s a border

    Sky is sloughing in

    Red for no child

Months go by like that

Throw the book at it but it’s

Salt marks where I wanted it

Call this one pink  It’s young

Give them each a silver blanket

Under this our metal sky

No touch   Stop touching

One time they saw each other

Trophy
I was fi elding  and this was marked

funereal, an attempt at procession  false as

the fear I couldn’t read the original  still

comprising each label from each loaf gone furry

in the warehouse as the bread riots

saturated fi nally  that we took a bath on

a series of memos the hangman just incorporated

tenderly the ones who could still  read the scans said

each pregnancy, hysterical  though I felt I was

gravitating, diff use  belly lying all day

all year  all these complaints gone to seed

and when I saw her  her dewy tongue and the air

of her smooth mouth  this institutional scent

I recognized what  due process

Hilary Plum is the author of the novel Strawberry Fields, winner of the Fence Modern Prize in 
Prose (2018); the work of nonfi ction Watchfi res (2016), winner of the 2018 GLCA New Writ-
ers Award; and the novel They Dragged Them Through the Streets (2013). She has worked 
for a number of years as an editor of international literature, history, and politics. She teaches at 
Cleveland State University and in the NEOMFA program and is associate director of the CSU 
Poetry Center.
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Katherine Bode-Lang
THE REFORMATION

“. . . the speaker in these poems achieves her own form of 
grace, writing directly of the female body and learning to 
trust her own instincts. She wrestles with self-defi nition . . .  
revealing, for readers, one woman’s path through 
contradiction and tradition.” 

—Robin Becker

Available from APR’s online store
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Wild Is the Wind by Carl Phillips. FSG, 2018. 55 pp. $14.00 (paper)d
Pale Colors in a Tall Field by Carl Phillips. FSG, 2020. 55 pp. $23.00 (hardback)d

. . . borders are places of risk and we cross them at our peril. They are sacred,
‘set apart’, defined precisely by division, which is the reason we hold their
defense to be sacrosanct. We teach ourselves the limits of our lives by beating
the bounds . . .
—Frances Stonor Saunders

Like Carl Phillips, John Milton was an ace at Latin. With Paradise Lost het
endeavored to make the English epic work as much like Latin poetry as
possible. Too Protestant, democratic, and press-oriented to write the thing 
in actual Latin, the would-be English Virgil stretched English to the limits
of comprehensibility in an effort to make the mother tongue yield its great-
est expressive possibilities. Because Latin, like ancient Greek, is an inflected
language, grammar is primarily determined by word-endings, rather than
by word-order and context. The greater mobility of Latinate grammar 
offered what Phillips might call, speaking of sex but what for him amounts 
to something similar, a “space within which to observe and engage in the 
various configurations of power.” More various configuration means more 
play in the tension between what’s being said, and how: “twanging,” as Ste-
vens writes, “a wiry string that gives / Sounds passing through sudden right-
nesses . . .” (“Of Modern Poetry”).

I myself have an undergraduate background in classics. Beyond finding 
it interesting and challenging (as well as failing to land on a more “practi-
cal” major), I was operating under the inchoate assumption that study-
ing Greek and Latin would make me a better writer. Now I see that those 
inching hours translating Virgil, if anything, were ideal for understanding 
how poetry operates at the nuts-and-bolts level of language. Not because 
the poetry was “great” or “classic,” but because of the way that my strug-
gle to see the way the Latin was working deconstructed and defamiliarized
the fundamentals of language expressively employed in poetry. I was prof-ff
itably confronted with the verbal material that poetry is, rather than taking 
it for granted, as a mere conveyer of information, or as a window through
which the subject or meaning could be seen—or, as Phillips might say, 
“transcribed.”

It’s for this reason that I’ve had beginning poetry students bang their 
heads against Paradise Lost. Barring footnotes, you simply can’t take the 
sounds and constructions of the poetry for granted.

Consider how insistently the opaque materiality, the lingual texture of 
poetry asserts itself in Milton’s torturous invocation.

OF Mans First Disobedience, and the Fruit

Of that Forbidden Tree, whose mortal tast

Brought Death into the World, and all our woe,

With loss of Eden, till one greater Man

Restore us, and regain the blissful Seat,

Sing Heav’nly Muse, that on the secret top

Of Oreb, or of Sinai, didst inspire

That Shepherd, who first taught the chosen Seed,

In the Beginning how the Heav’ns and Earth

Rose out of Chaos: Or if Sion Hill

Delight thee more, and Siloa’s Brook that flow’d

Fast by the Oracle of God; I thence

Invoke thy aid to my adventrous Song,

That with no middle flight intends to soar

Above th’ Aonian Mount, while it pursues

Things unattempted yet in Prose or Rhime.

This dizzying array of worlds, perspectives, and rhetorical postures, bro-
ken over sixteen lines, keeps us on our toes. Our syntactical capacities and 
expectations are contorted with uncompromising, almost violent urgency.

Now consider this opening sentence from Phillips’s poem “A Stillness
Between the Hunting and the Chase,” from his 2018 collection, Wild Is
the Wind.

          Because there’s been trouble—but when

isn’t there?—this time to do with the people, after

years of forgetting,ff suddenly unforgetting that while

         tribute can mean acknowledgment, respect, etc., it’s

also meant, historically, the price to be paid for

what was never freedom—it only looked like that—

         the king’s mounted his horse.

As in Milton’s invocation, subject and verb are held off for five-plus, highly-
enjambed, momentum-building, resolution-deferring lines. These poets 
will have your full attention and there will be no easy comprehension or 
consumption.

Phillips is famous for his syntax. In particular, for the various twists and 
hesitations of his complex sentences’ jostling clauses. Consider how the syn-
tactical acrobatics in another poem from Wild Is the Wind allow the poet tod
expressively split the subject, “I,” between present and past selves, and to 
embed the past self between two wildernesses.

. . . Already I don’t

mean, anymore, the soft dark violent rustling wilderness

inside the bright one that I was before, when I say wilderness.

    (“Several Birds in Hand but the Rest Go Free”)

In addition to Latin-inspired periodicism, he’s also Miltonic in his 
poems’ often embattled postures of defiance. And not just metaphori-
cally embattled; he has a penchant for (archaic) martial imagery: swords,
shields, arrows, the occasional gun. “When I lie down in the field now . . .  
I’m the dropped sword in a glittering detachment / of raised ones” (“Mor-
phine”). Horses often graze these battlefields. I’m reminded of Wallace Ste-
vens’s injunction that the poem “has to think about war” (“Of Modern 
Poetry”).

Phillips ends his latest collection, Pale Colors in a Tall Field (2020), withd
the perfect emblem for his martial tendencies. Appropriately, this ars poetica
is called “Defiance.”

Some say the point of war

is to make the need for tenderness

more clear. Some that’s an effect of war, the way

beauty can be: Homer’s Iliad, for example; or—

many centuries later—how the horse’s head,

to protect it in combat, would be fitted

with a shaffron, a strip of steel,

sometimes mixed with copper, all of it

hammer-worked, parts detailed

in gold . . .

Poem as protective armor for a horse’s face. Poem as shaffron.
For Phillips, love, sex, grammar—it’s all a battlefield. In the craft essays 

of The Art of Daring (2014), he writes that art “accommodates the psychic/g
psychological protection of the body.” It’s a “nest,” adequate to both the
body’s vulnerability (mortality) and the mind’s awareness of that vulnera-
bility. Art’s protection—his lines’ “strip[s] of steel” and “hammer-worked” 
detail—is constituted within the fluid “tensions” of formlessness and form,
abstraction and concretion, risk and protection, exposure and enclosure, 
indeterminacy and explanation. So Wallace Stevens’s So-and-So “floats 
in the contention, the flux//  Between the thing as idea and/  The idea
as thing.”

To this end, the shaffron is a mask as well as armor. It is experienced 
from within as well as protecting from without. And in the “space within 
which to observe and engage in the various configurations of power,” many 
masks are worn.

Gold Leaf

To lift, without ever asking what animal exactly it once belonged to,

the socketed helmet that what’s left of the skull equals

up to your face, to hold it there, mask-like, to look through it until

looking through means looking back, back through the skull,

into the self that is partly the animal you’ve always wanted to be,

that—depending—fear has prevented or rescued you from becoming,

CARL PHILLIPS
AND THE
POETICS OF 
DIFFERENCE

 Books AUSTIN SEGREST
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to know utterly what you’ll never be, to understand in doing so

what you are, and say no to it, not to who you are, to say no to despair.

Cast into hell after his unsuccessful uprising among the angels, defeated
but immortal, Satan endeavors to get revenge on heaven’s throne by—with 
not a little derring-do—escaping his infernal confinement and corrupting 
God’s new pet creation, mankind. Though Satan’s not the proper hero of 
Paradise Lost (the ultimate victors are omnipotent God and his chief general, t
Christ), you can’t help sympathizing with Satan, especially if you already
feel like an outcast, or underdog. Besides Eve, Satan’s character is the most 
complex: brooding, ironic, rationalizing, raging . . .

-

Consider, in itself, the Herculean project of marshalling the pride necessary 
to claim merit, not to mention originality, in the vast field of American cre-
ative writing.

Remember what James Wright told his son Franz when he told him he 
was a poet?

Welcome to hell.

-

By Phillips’s own account, his poetic voice was forged in a crucible of 
“guilt” and “transgression”: guilt “over betraying someone’s trust . . .  by
having sex with others,” and transgression “insofar as [he] equated being 
gay with transgression . . .” (The Art of Daring). No wonder his poems seem 
tormented between a hell of formlessness and a heaven of form. That is, he 
makes a kind of raid on form under the fallen flag of formlessness (see also
recklessness and wilderness).

But his less flashy and perhaps less conscious banner is difference. His
rhetorical calling card is to consider, if not insist on it. In the poems, he’s 
often weighing, or “parsing,” as he likes to say, abstractions, taking seri-
ously Stevens’s injunction that the poet is a “metaphysician” (“Of Modern
Poetry”). A favorite construction in Phillips’s new poems is “not (so much)
x, but y”:

         . . . less the hesitation of many hands

touching the stunned dethronement of the master’s body, than

their way of touching it . . .

    (“Courtship”)

The words “different” and “difference” are everywhere.
In fact, the award-winning Wild Is the Wind can be read as a conversation d

about difference with none other than Robert Frost. While it’s no wonder 
Phillips reports admiring Frost’s famous late poem “Directive” (where the 
speaker “only has at heart your getting lost”), it’s Frost’s even more ubiq-
uitous “The Road Not Taken” (1915) that I hear Phillips riffing on. Here’s 
the end of Frost’s poem:

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—

I took the one less traveled by,

And that has made all the difference.

So, for example, in the middle of “The Dark No Softer Than It Was
Before,” Phillips conveys a metaphorical ambivalence about roads.

          The less I understand myself,

the more I understand others, which I used to think wasn’t

saying much, but there are nights it can seem as good a road as any . . .

A more explicit homage occurs later in the collection, when he con-
siders the “made” “difference” between names for lightning bugs: “Light-
ing bugs, fireflies—hasn’t what / we called them made every difference”
(“Rockabye”).

In the following poem, the speaker reports that he woke

wanting the kind of sentence

whose unfolding brings to mind a road

                                                          so untraveled that

indistinguishable brown birds do their dust-bath thing

right there, in the middle of it . . .

    (“His Master’s Voice”)

In Frost’s poem, of course, the speaker is confronted with two roads
“diverged in a yellow wood.” He doesn’t want to have to choose between 
them, but ends up going with the one that seems, “perhaps,” less trodden.
The operative words in the poem are “both” (occurring twice) and “per-
haps.” Despite how the poem has been taught, it’s about ambivalence
(“ambo” is Latin for “both”), about the lengths we’ll go to to make our 
decisions (and the world) seem less arbitrary. That Frost’s speaker can
acknowledge all of this in the first three stanzas, yet nevertheless recog-
nize in the final stanza that down the road he’ll report that having taken the 
road “less traveled by” made “all the difference,” exposes an all too human 

self-deception, a self-deception which, in turn, deceives many a reader hun-
gering for determination.

As Phillips writes in The Art of Daring, “closure, for human beings, is a 
construct, not a reality.” Indeed, poetic indeterminacy, compromised clo-
sure (see also “tension” and “resonance”), though it “might frustrate some,” 
is required of a good poem for Phillips.

If, in Phillips’s poems, a bridge of bifurcating distinctions, if a train of 
diversions diverges into, or near, meaninglessness; if, in the process, inter-
pretation is Derridanly deferred, recursive; if the impulse to distinguish and
determine comes to seem like a compulsion, or “decoration,” or “distrac-
tion,” or even “camouflage” (to borrow more of Phillips’s self-conscious 
terms); it’s only human. Even justified as “recklessness,” the attempt to ver-
bally “extend” and “deepen” and “meaningfully complicate” thought is still 
driven by the problematic impulse to define (The Art of Daring).

                           Sometimes

the difference between forgetting

to bring along artillery and showing up

on purpose to the war unarmed

is just that: a difference.

    (“For Nothing Tender About It”)

Given this conundrum, it’s no wonder Phillips’s fluid performance of 
cogitation, dared into bewildered unknowing—with its syntactical dermis 
of abstraction, qualification, revision, and redundancy—amounts to a kind 
of armor: Latin-like, texturally chewy, “baroque.”

           Rampant: that’s

what they call a lion when shown standing on its hind

legs in heraldry, heraldry as in symbols like crowns,

double roses, severed hands with lace cuffs arranged

so, across a breastplate, a shield, letterhead, affectation

born from a pride that’s, by now,

also history . . .

In other words, his insistence on difference is also a defense. It’s easiest to 
see the appeal of this armor by imagining the obverse. Death is the disso-
lution of difference. In cellular death, cell walls rupture. In cosmic death,
there’s no difference in temperature across space. No differential, no gradi-
ent, no movement across a barrier. “Something there is that doesn’t love a 
wall . . .”: Frost again.

-

Allow me to extend the metaphor. What does the foregrounded exteriority
of such a coat-of-arms, “extending outward from the inside of the body”
with its “hammer-worked” “filigree,” protect? (“Black and Copper in a
Crush of Flowers”). Like a stranger’s body, its

muscularity both at odds and at one

with how fragile everything else about him, I thought,

would be, if I could see inside

    (“What I See Is the Light Falling All Around Us”)

—the poems show as well as tell us that Phillips’s poetic redoubt protects 
feelings. And feelings, as my therapist reminds me, are always irrational,
childish.

          If I’m frightened, shouldn’t I be.

All my life, I’ve stowed what I loved most   t safe

away.

    (“Black and Copper in a Crush of Flowers”)

Weakness. Vulnerability. Fear. Regret. Shame. Submission. A tenderness 
toward animals. Sentimental sunrises, sunsets, clouds: “—Clouds like the 
manes of stallions, the mane alive still /  on the stallion’s ghost-body . . .” 
(“Since When Shall Speak of It No More”). Innocence, and its loss.

Though I’ve shot the owl down, it hasn’t stopped its trembling,

so I have to still it. I cup my hand as for a shield, a sign—both—

until it looks like my idea, at least, of mercy beside the one

wing where I’ve broken it [. . .] I don’t know yet that an owl’s wing, when nailed

to a barn’s door, means protection—otherwise, I’d keep it; but

that time in a life when the kind of happiness that’s made in part

from sorrow isn’t yet the only kind: I can hear it finishing.

    (“Before the Leaves Turn Back”)

The shaffron also guards a Romantic “space we never meant to leave”; 
“like seeing for the first time”; “untranslatable” “gestures” that lose mean-
ing with “each repetition” (Pale Colors in a Tall Field).

It cocoons an expressivist need to be original, authentic. “But the risk of 
not daring is that I’ll fail to have been entirely myself—the risk of not dar-
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ing, you might say, is artifice, inauthenticity” (The Art of Daring). In the
poem “Craft and Vision,” from Wild Is the Wind, he says, in a kind of letter 
to a young poet, “[e]very/  thing I do I had to do a first time . . .”

The shaffron harbors mystery, which, in “What I See Is the Light Falling 
All Around Us,” Phillips supposes is his most stubborn “addiction.”

         To envy a wilderness, as opposed

to becoming one: he has learned the difference, how

all the more powerful parts of a life—as to art,

as well, when it’s worth remembering—resist

translation. Whence comes their power. My

trade is mystery, this song I also call mystery . . .

    (“The Same in Sun as It Felt in Shadow”)

But if the shaffron protects a kind of inner child, what does it defend
against? Death and meaninglessness. The pesky necessities of context and 
explanation. In most of Phillips’s recent poems, readers have to content
themselves with crumbs of context, as in this provocative glimmer of biog-
raphy from “Wherefore Less Lonely”:

          Meanwhile, the usual moths

again appearing, mothlike, flowerlike, like those flowers from

childhood I used to call Strip Heaven, and nobody stopping—

that I remember, at least—to ask why . . .

In “The Dark No Softer Than It Was Before,” Phillips depicts a “brokenly
lit boulevard” he’s “walking as if / forever toward.” His mind is a “slum . . .  
the sea/  hugs . . .” Only after great scrutiny can I (or can I?) connect this
imagery with an earlier aside in the collection (Wild Is the Wind) about how 
when he was poor he didn’t realize he was poor (“Brothers in Arms”).

We get enough hints of a “vast underworld of damage” (“On Mistaking 
the Sound of Spurs for Bells Approaching”) to guess that Phillips’s shifting 
shaffron has a psychological necessity particular to his experience. But he
would have us see that the background of destabilization, the “[s]omething 
there is that doesn’t love a wall,” is nonetheless socially, and naturally, 
universal.

In The Art of Daring Phillips acknowledges that many of his poems areg
“composed of the more resonant experiential leftovers of actual incidents, 
not the incidents themselves, but what flashes off of them, stirring memory, 
provoking questions.”

          If I refuse, increasingly, to explain, isn’t

explanation, at the end of the day, what the sturdier

truths most resist?

    (“Wild Is the Wind”)

Phillips is also uninterested in, if not guarded against, an everyday reader’s 
expectations. Against narrative conventions. Consistency. Monotony. Com-
placency. Transparency. Obligation. Playing it safe. Pop culture.

         My hand a sea

across which the wings of the bees flash

like signal flags whose patterns, instead of translating,

I make up my own translations for. I shall do as I please.

    (“If It Must Be Winter”)

Phillips exhibits, and insists on, a prophylactic lyric privacy and interior-
ity inside the shaffron. On his terms. He’s grateful when an audience con-
nects with what he’s saying, but it’s more a matter of them overhearing him, 
than of him relating to them. That’s simply not why he writes (The Art
of Daring). One might imagine again Stevens’s modern poet: “twanging” 
away “in the dark,” performing the words his mind wants to hear. Phillips’s
“invisible audience”—an audience he blinds himself to, as it were, to keep
his words free of intention—are those who are nevertheless struck clean by
his errant arrows, hearing his words as if they were their own thoughts.

As the implication is that other writers (perhaps most?) do, in fact, aim 
to relate to readers, Phillips is here characteristically insisting on his own 
exceptionality, his own difference. “Many poets write toward a chosen sub-
ject,” he explains, “but I’ve always been the kind who writes . . .  into a 
space of surprise.”

Similarly, he’s bent on the difference between poets and other people; or 
between successful, or “resonant,” poems, and the more usual fare. As he 
tells David Baker in an interview for The Kenyon Review,

. . . the kind of vision I mean is the kind that makes some people poets and others not.

Or maybe I should say, it makes some poets the poets they are—I’m not speaking here

of the kind of poetry that seems merely a record of the world as anyone on the street

would be likely to see it. I mean the kind that presents the world as if forff the first time.

Notice the need to distinguish the visionary from “anyone on the street,” 
or from what, in The Art of Daring, he calls “the demotic”; what “most peo-
ple” do.

There’s a kind of sacrosanct imperviousness to this self-proclaimed trans-
gressor’s poetics. The ubiquitous trans of transgress, transcribe, translate, 
transitive is forever compromised, thwarted. A lost crossing, a broken con-
tract, trust severed in what Stevens calls “a storm of torn-up testaments” 
(“Dutch Grave in Bucks County”). One comes to understand this strict 
boundary between inside and out as “a principle,” as Frances Stonor Saun-
ders writes, “of order over the collapse of rule.”

-

Like Stevens’s “insatiable actor” on the mind’s stage, Phillips performs a 
turning away from, a rebellion from the “set script” (“Of Modern Poetry”). 
We might imagine that this script, for Phillips, pretends to a kind of clarity 
or transparency, or to a ready, reliable, reproduceable reportage or transla-
tion (“merely a record of the world”). Uncritical, uncomplicated, undis-
torted representation. But now that the givens are gone and the emperor 
stands nude (or Adam and Eve do), poetry is displaced; the poem becomes 
the poem not about the thing but about aboutness; the poem becomes the
poem of the mind searching for the poem, the temporary abode, the pro-
visional repose—“what suffices.” “On a few words of what is real in the 
world/  I nourish myself. I defend myself,” reports Stevens’s fugitive (“Rep-
etitions of a Young Captain”).

This m.o. of departure sounds like Bloom’s “swerve” (Anxiety of Influ-
ence). We have an idea of the kinds of conventions Stevens and the mode -
erns were swerving away from (never mind that it was already 1942 when
Stevens wrote “Of Modern Poetry”); what about Phillips? Is he swerv-
ing from the “workshop poem”? From the anecdotal narrative poem of the 
early ’90s, when he first came onto the poetry stage? Is he swerving just 
to swerve? Just doing his Stevensian thing? The question is worth asking 
since at this juncture literally everyone in the creative writing world agrees 
about risk and openness and discovery and process and writing toward 
surprise.

Phillips’s syntax-extending exploration of difference constitutes its own 
fabric, weave and wave and texture. Rhetorically, it’s a way to extend, 
ramify, and permutate speech. The effect is a kind of syntactical suspen-
sion. Though it might be true, as Michael Theune argued almost twenty
years ago now, that too many different kinds of poems have been touted for 
“baroquely” displaying “the mind in action” for this designation to mean 
much, there is nevertheless a kind of cognitive juggling much in evidence 
in the poems of twentieth-century American “masters”—including Stevens, 
Eliot, and Bishop, as well as Jorie Graham and Phillips. Whereas Bishop 
often reserves syntactical suspension for the heightened climax, such as the 
end of “At the Fishhouses” or “In the Waiting Room,” it’s everywhere in 
Stevens.

Thought is false happiness: the idea

That merely by thinking one can,

Or may, penetrate, not may,

But can, that one is sure to be able—

That there lies at the end of thought

A foyer of the spirit in a landscape

Of the mind, in which we sit

And wear humanity’s bleak crown . . .

    (“Crude Foyer”)

The question dogging this practice is when such extension and suspen-
sion lead to “deepened meaning,” as Phillips writes, and when they lead to 
attenuated meaning. In other words, when does divergence become diver-
sion? Here’s Phillips, from the new book:

          Last night I doubted myself as I’ve

not doubted myself in years: knowing a thing seemed worthless

next to knowing the difference between many things, the fox from

the hounds; persuasion from the trust required to fall asleep beside

a stranger; who I am, and how I treated you, and how you feel.

    (“Ghost Choir”)

The question might well not matter; or one can imagine Stevens, that con-
summate patternmaker, saying so. Or it might be a moot question, pre-
cluded by the poet’s experience of thought, their subjective search for 
“what suffices.” But it’s a haunting and inescapable question nevertheless,
poised between the human drive for determination and the threat of all-out
meaninglessness.

Austin Segrest is the author of Door to Remain, winner of the 2021 Vassar Miller Poetry
Prize.
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Standing in the Forest of Being Alive
I stand in the forest of being alive:

in one hand, a cheap aluminum pot

of chicken stock and in the other,

a heavy book of titles. O once, walking through

a cemetery I became terribly lost and could not

speak (no one living knows the grammar).

No one could direct me to the grave,

so I looked at every name.

Madness hung out over the gravel paths,

swaying like laundry.

A heavy bird flapped its wings over someone’s

sepulcher. Some of us are still putzes

in death, catching birdshit on our headstones.

Some of us never find what we’re looking for, praying

it doesn’t pour before we find our names; certain

we’re headed in the right direction, a drizzle begins,

and what’s nameless inside our veins

fluoresces, fluoresces in the rain.

Marriage, an Exercise
Marriage

is an exercise

in watching another

lose—one grows

attuned—

soon, you can

distinguish between the

instance of

severance—

how pain enters

their face

like a hand hunting

inside a

puppet—and the

moment they

understand

they’re now empty

as a sock.

Ice for Me
Some say the world will end in fire . . .
—Robert Frost

but if it’s not cancer, it will be ice

for me, Robert. A long

cold sleep on the hairy chest

of the forest, tugged and tickled

by beasts to death, yes:

I’ll walk willingly between

the curtains of trees.

To the Pathologist Reading My Breast, 
Palimpsest

(written with Kimberly Point du Jour, MD)

Before we begin, who touched my breast for the last time? My surgeon,

or you, who sectioned my nipple onto slides?

Ontologically speaking.

Whose hands were warmer?

Ontologically speaking, the warmth of your hands

may be irrelevant to this inquiry,

as my breast no longer felt

when you held it.

         Specimen B, received fresh and subsequently placed in formalin,

         consists of a 392 g, 18 × 15.5 × 3 cm simple oriented mastectomy.

Dear Doctor—you’ve done my work for me in your first line

with your tidy slanting rhyme of “specimen” and “formalin.”

To rhyme “mastectomy,” I thought my dear friend’s pregnancy;

she and I, our birthdays, two slender months apart—

both of us, harboring rapidly dividing cells, so near our hearts.

How’s that for art?

         Present on the anterior surface is a tan grossly unremarkable

         skin ellipse with an eccentric, soft everted nipple.

Beneath my grossly unremarkable skin ellipse

an inscription there of every kiss

a couple playful too-hard twists

and late-night drunken dare-you strips.

But mostly, my own homely grip

as I skidded into sleep.

         Sectioning reveals a mass measuring 4.6 cm

         the lateral aspect of which has a tan-white

         stellate

         scarlike appearance.

I called my tumor cactus, or shark,

but you, doctor, re-wrote it star.rr

FIVE POEMS
KATIE FARRIS
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Woman with Amputated Breast 
Returns for Her Injection
Now I lack the muscle to pull me into the third dimension,

but in these two I can give you the world!

Three drains, five scans, twenty thousand dollars!

Come, Doctor, how do you like me now—

I never wanted to be anything but biddable.

You see the outline of my shape? Fill it in with

your pencils, seven points ticking me with color.

I can! I can! I can can-can!

Watch me can! Watch me do! Watch me has!

Watch me watch!

This cancer patient has ambition—

I scratch and scratch and here we are, dancing the chart—

when you give me that Lupron shot,

it’s from one long needle, and right in the gut.

Katie Farris is the author of the hybrid-form text boysgirls (Marick Press, 2011; Tupelo Press,
2019) and the chapbooks A Net to Catch My Body in Its Weaving (Beloit Poetry Journal(( ’s
Chad Walsh Series, forthcoming in 2021), Thirteen Intimacies (Fivehundred Places, 2017),
and Mother Superior in Hell (Dancing Girl, 2019). Her work has appeared in literary journals
including Poetry,yy The Nation, The Believer, and The Massachusetts Review. She is the
co-translator of several books of poetry, including Gossip and Metaphysics: Russian Modernist 
Poems and Prose. She is currently Associate Professor of Literature, Media, and Communication
at Georgia Institute of Technology.

Chessy Normile
Great Exodus,

Great Wall,
Great Party

Great Exodus, Great 

Wall, Great Party

by Chessy Normile, 

winner of the 2020

APR/Honickman First 

Book Prize, is available

at APR’s website,

www.aprweb.org, 

and at other outlets. 

Great Exodus, Great 

Wall, Great Party was

chosen by guest judge Li-Young Lee.

Chessy Normile received a BA from Sarah 

Lawrence College and an MFA from the 

Michener Center for Writers at University 

of Texas Austin, where she was awarded 

an Academy of American Poets University 

Prize in 2018. She lives in New York and 

edits a zine series called Girl Blood Info.
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Dear Reader,

We’re so grateful for the support that our readers around the
world have shown the magazine and the poets we publish. We 
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CAMINO
MADELEINE MORI

Those months of your rehab I played your Gram Parsons CD

on repeat and thought deeply on the “calico bonnet,”

which I saw each time not as the textile, but the coats

of certain female cats with the burnt orange patch,

whose gene of mutation can be traced back to Mediterranean port cities,

some of which line the pilgrimage to the shrine of the apostle

Saint James the Great in northwestern Spain—the route is known

as the Camino de Santiago, which, if completed, promises full removal

of the punishment due for one’s earthly sins and though I am not one

to usually consider sins, mine range from ranch dressing on pizza

to admitting we’d had a few piña coladas when the cops pulled you over

on El Camino Real and Weezer’s “Undone: The Sweater Song” was slurring

from our windows, which was how you ended up in Camino, California

at a place called U-Turn for Christ, which still runs the same shabby thrift store

my mother and her sisters used to sneer at when they were teenagers,

because your Camino was, weirdly, my Camino, my family’s Camino too,

though we all came to realize reaching it would only deliver more poverty

and punishment, in your case: the ditch digging,

the bedrock clanging, the taproots veining off

also like little roads below your dirt-caked work boots,

which you were always wearing in preparation

because you were not allowed to read anything but the Bible,

not allowed the expletive of tobacco on your lips, or to send me

the letters where you neatly scrawled, “Is there any way to say I’m sorry?”

and I was not allowed to respond, to call you my grievous angel,

to tell you, James, that you could never be contained

in any six by six square of earth, and that whatever road

you had stumbled down, chasing praise

or parlor games, grace or waves of grain,

could always be followed back to me.

Madeleine Mori is a Japanese-American poet, born and raised in the San Francisco Bay Area. She
earned a BS in winemaking from Cal Poly San Luis Obispo and an MFA from New York Univer-
sity. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in The Cincinnati Review,w jubilat, DIAGRAM,
and The Yale Review,w among others. She is a 2021 AAWW Margins Fellow and the Poetry Edi-
tor at Pigeon Pages. She lives in Brooklyn.
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Natasha Rao is the winner of the 2021 APR/Honickman First Book Prize for her manuscript Latitude, which

will be published in September. She holds a BA from Brown University and an MFA from NYU, where she was a
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WHAT IT WAS LIKE
NATASHA RAO

We had sushi that was so fresh we blushed.

Every seventeen years the cicadas rasped a kind of warning, showed 

us with increasing urgency the need to leave our old bodies behind.

I thought I could make some kind of difference. I thought I could 

memorize enough facts to stay composed in debates and not cry 

after one glass of wine when my brother says we can all just go

to Mars.

I thought what I did was forgivable, in the grand scheme of things. 

That your love was an inexhaustible resource.

Terrible people made terrible decisions. Good people made terrible 

decisions. Which was I? It depended on the color of the light in the

bathroom, the angle at which I held my face to the mirror.

I lived in a city at sea level. See, levelheaded now, the frailty

underfoot.

We pretended not to notice. We loved receiving shipments to our 

home, ceremoniously slashing packages with scissors, cleaving, 

leaving nothing but confetti.

It was like sitting across from you at dinner and wondering when 

to tell you. Knowing the worst is coming and simply ordering 

another drink.

Meanwhile the bubbles in the glass keep rising. It was luxurious. 

It was inevitable. It was a thick piece of fatty tuna, brimming with 

mercury, somehow effortless to swallow.
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